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ABSTRACT 


The purpose of this research was to investigate i) what are the words used to 


describe the non-ideal female body and the ideal female body, ii) what are the qualities 


and values associated with the ideal female body; iii) How does the social practice and 


discursive practice influence text production and interpretation. The data for this study 


consists of 132 print advertisements that featured services offered by slimming centres 


obtained from The Star and The Sun newspapers.   


Fairclough’s (1995a) three dimensional framework was adopted to analyze the 


data for this study because this framework enables the researcher to examine the 


relationships between three facets of a particular communication event i.e. discourse as 


texts, discourse as a discursive practice and discourse as a social practice.  The analysis 


concentrates on linguistic features at the level of text. In order to unearth the opaque 


ideology on female ideal body image in the print media in Malaysia, the researcher 


examined the various lexicalization strategies employed by the promotional texts. 


Findings from the analysis show that promotional texts rely heavily on 


negative lexicalization, negative labeling, positive lexicalization and positive 


association to construct the non-ideal and the ideal body image for Malaysian women. 


Negative lexicalization is more widely employed by the advertisers compared to 


positive lexicalization. The print advertisements examined promote and endorse the 


‘slim’ body shape as the ideal body image for women. The frequency count shows that 


the body parts that are given the most attention by the promotional texts are the thighs, 


waist, hips, arms and tummy. The promotional texts also use positive association to 


attach certain qualities and values to the ideal female form. The positive associations 


found in the promotional texts with regards to the ideal female body are self-esteem, 


confidence, beauty, sex appeal; success, achievement; health; happiness; sense of 


pride; peace of mind and object of desire.  


Majority of the studies on media portrayal of the female body image focuses 


on the visual images that appear in the advertisements without paying adequate attention 


to the lexical items. This study is significant because it discussed how the social practice 


(i.e. patriarchal culture) in Malaysia has to a certain extent shaped the beauty ideology 


and belief system of the Malaysian women. The researcher also discussed how the 


internalization of the constructed beauty ideal in the culture that celebrates thinness has 


resulted in the production of promotional texts that advocate the thin ideal. Likewise, 


readers of the print advertisements are also not able to easily recognize the ideology of 


the thin ideal in the promotional texts due to the strong influence by the social practice 
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in this society. The ideal body image for women is therefore a social construction by the 


authority in power. 


It is hoped that this study in a way has achieved its aim to create awareness 


among Malaysian women to recognize that the media portrayal of the slim ideal is 


merely a construct. Due to the absence of other triangulation methods such as interview 


and questionnaire, the data analysis of this research may contain some potential 


biasness. Another limitation of this study is that it does not analyze audience reception 


of the print advertisements. Therefore, the researcher is not able to say with certainty 


that the audience will interpret the promotional texts as stated in the analysis chapter. 
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ABSTRAK 


Tujuan kajian ini adalah untuk mengkaji i) apakah perkataaan-perkataan yang 


digunakan untuk menggambarkan bentuk badan wanita yang tidak unggul dan bentuk 


badan wanita yang unggul, ii) apakah kualiti-kualiti dan nilai-nilai yang dikaitkan 


dengan bentuk badan wanita yang unggul; iii) bagaimana amalan sosial dan amalan 


“discursive” mempengaruhi penghasilan dan intepretasi teks. Data untuk kajian ini 


terdiri daripada 132 iklan bercetak yang memaparkan perkhidmatan yang ditawarkan 


oleh pusat pelangsing badan yang diperolehi daripada suratkhabar The Star dan The 


Sun.   


Kerangka tiga dimensi oleh Fairclough (1995a) telah digunakan untuk 


menganalisa data kajian ini kerana kerangka ini membolehkan pengkaji mengkaji 


hubungan antara tiga aspek suatu peristiwa komunikasi iaitu wacana sebagai teks, 


wacana sebagai suatu amalan “discursive” dan wacana sebagai amalan sosial.  Analysis 


ini memberi tumpuan terhadap ciri-ciri linguistik di peringkat teks. Untuk membongkar 


ideologi yang samar ke atas imej badan unggul wanita di dalam media bercetak di 


Malaysia, pengkaji menganalisa berbagai strategi “lexicalization” yang digunakan di 


dalam teks promosi. 


Penemuan kajian ini menunjukkan teks promosi banyak bergantung kepada 


“lexicalization” negative, label negative, “lexicalization” positif dan hubung-kait positif 


untuk membina imej badan tidak unggul dan imej badan unggul untuk wanita Malaysia. 


Berbanding dengan “lexicalization” positif, “lexicalization” negatif telah digunakan 


dengan lebih berleluasa oleh para pengiklan. Iklan-iklan bercetak yang dikaji 


mengesyorkan bentuk badan langsing sebagai imej badan unggul untuk wanita. 


Daripada pengiraan frekuensi, bahagian badan wanita yang paling diberi tumpuan 


adalah bahagian paha, pinggang, punggung, lengan dan perut. Tek-teks promosi juga 


menggunakan hubung-kait positif untuk mengaitkan kualiti-kualiti dan nilai-nilai 


tertentu dengan bentuk badan wanita yang unggul. Hubung-kait positif yang ditemui di 


dalam teks-teks promosi berkenaan dengan bentuk badan wanita unggul adalah 


keyakinan diri, keyakinan, kecantikan, daya tarikan seks; kejayaan, pencapaian; 


kesihatan; kegembiraan; perasaan bangga; ketenangan minda dan objek idaman.  


Sebahagian besar daripada kajian pemaparan media ke atas imej badan wanita 


menumpukan kepada imej visual yang terpampang di dalam iklan tanpa memberi 


perhatian yang mencukupi ke atas item leksikal. Kajian ini signifikan kerana ia 


membincangkan bagaimana amalan sosial (iaitu budaya “patriarchal”) di Malaysia telah 


membentuk ideologi kecantikan dan sistem kepercayaan wanita Malaysia pada tahap 
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tertentu. Pengkaji juga membincangkan bagaimana penghayatan kecantikan unggul 


yang dibentuk oleh budaya yang mengagungkan kelangsingan telah menyebabkan 


penghasilan teks-teks promosi yang mengesyorkan bentuk badan langsing sebagai 


bentuk badan unggul untuk wanita. Pembaca iklan bercetak tidak dapat mengenalpasti 


dengan senang ideologi bentuk badan unggul di dalam teks promosi disebabkan 


pengaruh kuat amalan sosial masyarakat di sini. Imej badan unggul wanita adalah suatu 


pembentukan sosial oleh pihak yang memiliki kuasa. 


Diharap kajian ini sedikit sebanyak telah mencapai tujuannya untuk memberi 


kesedaran kepada kaum wanita di Malaysia untuk mengenal pasti bahawa pemaparan 


media terhadap bentuk badan langsing adalah konstruk semata-mata. Oleh kerana 


ketiadaan kaedah “triangulation” seperti temu bual dan soal selidik, analisa data kajian 


ini mungkin mengandungi sedikit potensi untuk menjadi berat sebelah.  Satu lagi 


limitasi kajian ini ialah ia tidak menganalisa penerimaan pembaca ke atas iklan 


bercetak. Oleh yang demikian, pengkaji tidak dapat menyatakan secara pasti bahawa 


para pembaca akan mengintepretasikan teks promosi seperti yang dinyatakan di dalam 


bab analisis. 
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CHAPTER 1 


INTRODUCTION 


1.0 Introduction 


Sarah Grogan (1999) in her book “Body Image: Understanding Body 


Dissatisfaction in Men, Women and Children” defines body image as “A person’s 


perceptions, thoughts and feelings about his or her body” (1999: 1). The ideal body 


figure, according to Grogan (1999) is not static but fluid as it evolves according to time 


and culture. She points out that in the 1800s, the idealized female form was voluptuous 


and plump. The notion that women must have slim figures in order to be considered as 


having the ideal figure is a very recent phenomenon which dated from the 1920s 


(Gordon 1990 cited in Grogan, 1999). Grogan (1999) states that after the First World 


War, the “Flapper” fashion which popularized the boy-like, “flat-chested” figure 


became popular. In the 1960s, the trend for slimness became very intense when fashion 


model Twiggy became the role model for many young women (Freedman 1986 cited in 


Grogan, 1999). During this period, having a slim body became a symbol of freedom and 


youthfulness (Orbach 1993 cited in Grogan, 1999). 


 


In recent decades, women are still continuously being bombarded with images 


of ideal beauty from the Western world. Sloan (2007) points out that in the late 20th 


century, there has been an increased emphasis on thinness as the beauty ideal for 


women. According to her, our body image is largely shaped by the ideas of what is 


desirable and attractive in the culture that we live in. She believes that the ideal beauty 


standards for today’s women are largely impacted by the mass media and contemporary 


fashion trend.  
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Today, young and slim female artistes from Hollywood are often regarded as 


the benchmark of beauty. The advancement of the multimedia industry has enabled the 


Western patriarchal beauty standard to be transmitted to other parts of the world in an 


increasingly efficient manner either through the silver screens or the advertisements. In 


order to sell their products, slimming centres in Malaysia construct the ideal body shape 


as a commodity that can be purchased by every woman regardless of age or marital 


status. The mushrooming of the local and franchise slimming centres in Malaysia is an 


indicator that the ‘marketization’ of the ideal body image has gained its foothold in the 


minds of Malaysian women. By browsing through the local newspapers and women’s 


magazines, one will see the numerous slimming advertisements that often promote the 


ideal body image as the prerequisite for every woman. 


 


In this study, the researcher intends to identify the words used by the print 


advertisements (sponsored by slimming centres) to construct the ideal body image for 


women in Malaysia. Grogan (1999) stresses that body image is socially constructed and 


therefore needs to be examined within its social cultural context. The social practice of 


the Malaysian society will also be examined to determine its influence in the 


construction of the ideal body image for the Malaysian women.  
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1.1 Advertising Discourse 


Marcel Danesi (1999) states that the term ‘advertising’ is derived from the 


medieval Latin verb advertere which means “to direct one’s attention to”. He believes 


that in today’s consumerist societies, advertising has become a privileged discourse that 


has more rhetorical force than other traditional form of rhetorical discourses. 


Advertising exalts and instills lifestyle values by capitalizing on hidden fears such as 


fears of loss of social standing, unattractiveness and so on (Danesi 1999: 183). Danesi 


(1999) claims that throughout the 20th century, advertising has been propagating 


consumerism as a way of life that can provide solutions to virtually all psychological 


and social problems. According to Williamson (1978) advertising gives us false 


fulfillment in exchange of our real needs and desires. It makes people feel discontented 


or lacking in something and encourages them to consume the advertised product in 


order to fill the gap.  


 


Angela Goddard (1998) in her book “The Language of Advertising” disagrees 


with the view that advertising language is a commonplace discourse written for the 


uneducated. She argues that if that is the case then product manufacturers would not 


have invested huge sums of money to advertise their products.  Goddard (1998) asserts 


that although advertisements are short-lived, they leave behind longstanding and 


cumulative effects to form a body of messages about the culture that produced them and  


“These messages can then function to reflect and to construct 
cultural values: they can reflect the values of the powerful groups 
in society who produced the texts, but the reflection itself can then 
harden to become the touchstone for everyone.” 


 
(Goddard 1998: 3) 
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1.2 Advertisements and Ideology  


Judith Williamson (1978) believes that ideology reproduces itself in 


advertisements and it works very subtly and always catches people unaware. According 


to her, ideology is often not being questioned because we consider them as ‘truth’. 


Williamson (1978) strongly believes that ideologies cannot be known and undone 


because they are incorporated into advertisements in a very fast rate through a very 


subtle approach.  


 


Fairclough defines ‘ideology’ as “propositions (or implicit assumptions in 


texts) that … contribute to producing or reproducing unequal relations of power, 


relations of domination” (1995b: 14). Fairclough believes that ideologies operate 


through powerful ‘ideological state apparatuses’ such as the mass media, education and 


popular culture (Fairclough 2006a: 87). Fairclough (2006a), states that “The ideologies 


embedded in discursive practices are most effective when they become naturalized, and 


achieve the status of common sense” (Fairclough 2006a: 87). This is where Critical 


Discourse Analysis (CDA) can prove to be a useful tool to demonstrate that discourse is 


both socially constitutive and constituted by the social (Fairclough 2006a: 64).  


 


Andrew Wernick (1991) states that at the social level, ‘ideology’ can be 


defined as “symbols and cosmologies, values, norms and ideals, plus the systems and 


partial system into which these are culturally arranged” (Wernick 1991: 23). He asserts 


that advertising maintains the capitalist order by providing the “captains of industry 


with the ideal propaganda vehicle” to promote and propagate ideological values. The 


first function of advertising, according to Wernick (1991) is to promote something in 


order to sell. In the midst of the process of promoting, advertising engages itself with 


the values, norms, goals and dreams of the addressee. In this respect, Wernick (1991) 
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firmly believes that all advertising is ‘an ideological vehicle’ including those that are 


most rational and loaded with solid information (Wernick 1991: 46).  This is because he 


suggests that all advertising looks at the addressees as consumers and aims to influence 


them into purchasing the products advertised. Wernick (1991) adds that advertising 


makes use of the intended symbolic meaning of the products and attributed needs, 


desires and values that the meaning defines. He argues that advertising brings people the 


culture and values that belong to them.  


 


However, it may not always be the case that advertising draws on the existing 


value in a culture at all times. This is because new values that have been introduced by 


advertising will be internalized by the society and accepted as their own over a period of 


time. Therefore, when advertising continues to employ these sets of internalized values, 


it may seem that it is employing the existing cultural values of the society. The truth is, 


these values have been ‘naturalized’ (to borrow the term coined by Fairclough, 2006a). 
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1.3 Patriarchal Culture - The “Male Gaze” 


“In contemporary patriarchal culture, a panoptical male connoisseur resides 


within the consciousness of most women: they stand perpetually before his gaze and 


under his judgment. Woman lives her body as seen by another, by an anonymous 


patriarchal Other” (Bartky 2003 cited in Pienaar 2006:23). John Berger et. al. (1975) in 


“Ways of Seeing”, states that “Men look at women. Women watch themselves being 


looked at. …. The surveyor of woman in herself is male: the surveyed female. Thus she 


turns herself into an object – and most particularly an object of vision: a sight” (Berger 


et. al. 1975: 47). 


 


Noami Wolf (2002) is perhaps one of the most renowned feminist writers who 


wrote about women and their struggles with the issue of beauty. In her book entitled 


“The Beauty Myth: How images of beauty are used against women”, Wolf (2002) 


points out that “the beauty myth” is the best belief system that preserves male 


dominance in the West” (Wolf 2002: 12) and it will remain as long as there has been 


patriarchy.  


 


Advertisement is a site that is highly saturated with the discourse of patriarchy 


(Kwan, 2004; Albani, 2005). Kwan (2004) points out that advertisements convey the 


message that femininity can be achieved by pursing a perfect body according to today’s 


definition i.e. a slim body with a good sized breast and buttock. Similarly, Albani 


(2005) points out that magazine advertising constructs woman’s ideal body shape 


according to the dominant patriarchal beauty standards in the society. She (2005) 


believes that “by looking at fashion advertisements, women internalize male ways of 


seeing female bodies and identify with the male gaze” (Albani 2005: 38). Jeffries (2007) 


also highlights that the data in her study repeatedly imply that it is important for women 


not to be overweight so that they can appear sexually attractive to men. In another 
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study, de Felippe Bohlke (2008) states that the television advertisement for a weight 


management drug conveys the message that the female body has to follow certain 


correct practices of self-control in order to be desirable by men. She found that the 


verbal information in the advertisements is based on the assumption that losing weight 


would improve various aspects of a woman’s life such as well-being, self-esteem and 


romance. According to her, the advertisements textually depict a thin body as one of the 


important factors that will lead a woman to romantic love. 


 


In the present study, having an ideal body shape is constructed as a quality that 


is desired by men. The use of lexical items in the slimming advertisements such as sex 


appeal, seductive body and hot sexy contour imply that women’s body are meant for the 


male gaze. 


 


Due to the constant exposure to the media messages that are heavily saturated 


with patriarchal ideology on the ideal female body, women unconsciously internalized 


and naturalized the ideology until it is deemed as a natural common sense (Hammond, 


1996; Kwan, 2004; Jeffries, 2007). Jeffries (2007) points out that these ideologies are 


capable of manipulating and influencing readers in specific manners either consciously 


or otherwise. Jeffries (2007) further stresses that women and girls are vulnerable to the 


messages in the mainstream magazines because they may not be able to consistently and 


fully resist the messages that contain ideology of the parties who have the power to 


dictate what is acceptable, normal, ideal, and so forth.  Jeffries (2007) highlights that the 


impression that one gets when browsing through the pages of women magazines is the 


construction of the female body as a problem. She highlights that even pregnancy texts 


that are supposed to celebrate the normal function of the female body also contain the 


“mainstream ideology of the problematic body” (Jeffries 2007: 18). She (2007) argues 
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that women are “in a relatively weak position in relation to producers of the various 


ideologically-laden messages about the female body” (Jeffries 2007: 4) because such 


ideologies are delivered by the media that is obviously powerful; the messages are often 


naturalized and impossible for women not to consider them as absolute truth.  


 


As a result of internalizing the dominant patriarchal discourse in the 


advertisements, women see their bodies as imperfect and strive to discipline themselves 


painstakingly to achieve the ideal flawless body (Kwan, 2004; Hammond, 1996; Albani, 


2005).  Albani (2005) believes that print advertisements that feature only body parts 


encourage women to view their bodies as ‘things’ that need moulding and shaping in 


order to conform to the male notion of female perfection.  


 


From an in-depth interviews conducted with female students, working women 


and housewives, Ng (2005) gathers that students pursue the dominant ideals promoted 


by the slimming advertisements very closely, even at the expense of their health in order 


to be trendy and attract a male partner. On the extreme note, some women even resort to 


surgical procedures such as face lift, liposuction and tummy tucks to modify their 


bodies to meet the “male expectations” (Gallagher and Hébert, 2007). de Felippe 


Bohlke (2008) believes that media and the industry of body alteration, driven by 


economic interest, create, maintain and sustain the ideological messages that feminine 


identity is attained through consumption. She argues that advertising has the power to 


persuade and manipulate verbal and visual resources where dominant ideologies are 


portrayed as natural common sense to sustain the unequal power relations. 
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1.4 Association of Values to Body Types  


Previous studies demonstrate that there are certain qualities that are being 


associated with specific body types or appearance. The findings of Jaya Ranee’s (2002) 


study reveal that advertisements convey the message that having a slim body is the 


salient factor to be regarded as beautiful. Jaya Ranee (2002) points out that the 


messages communicated by the advertisement are biased and perceived women as 


objects of beauty. This is because from the analysis of the slimming advertisements, the 


message conveyed is that when a woman becomes slim, she is regarded as having 


gained her self-confidence. Conversely, her findings demonstrate that a fat and 


overweight woman is regarded as having an undesirable quality and thus lacks self-


confidence. 


 


Another pattern that is frequently repeated in slimming texts as pointed out by 


Jeffries (2007) is the tendency to equate the slimming achievement with happiness and 


success. Similarly, findings in the present study demonstrate that having a slim body is 


associated with many positive attributes such as beauty, sex appeal, self-confidence, 


success, health, happiness and sense of pride.   


 


Tiggemann (2002) argues that the thin ideals are not presented by the media in 


a void but as part of what she called as “complex cultural scripts” whereby thinness and 


attractiveness are directly associated with happiness, desirability and status. She argues 


that by accepting this “cultural schema” that thinness is an important factor for success 


and happiness, a woman’s sense of worth becomes comparable with her self-perceived 


outward appearance. As a result, appearance becomes an important ingredient to 


measure a woman’s self-worth. She points out that such equation will result in body 
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dissatisfaction, negative mood and eating disorder in female adult and girls as young as 


8 years old.  


 


From the data analysis, Jeffries (2007) highlights that there is a widespread 


assumption that women are generally overweight and being overweight is seen as a 


problem. Jeffries (2007) asserts that the high frequency of superlatives employed to 


describe weight loss imply that weight loss is one of the key indicators for success. 


Weight loss is also implied as having the ability to solve all other difficult problems in 


life. This finding is similar with that of the present study. In the present study, 


“problem” is a lexical item that is widely used in the slimming advertisements to depict 


the overweight body.  Similarly, body parts with more fat concentration are described as 


problematic areas that are undesirable. 


 


Similar to the texts analyzed by Jeffries (2007), Gallagher and Hébert (2007) 


also note that the participants of the makeover programmes often paint the picture that 


as a result of undergoing plastic surgery, the quality of their lives becomes better and all 


their problems are solved.  
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1.5 Statement of Problem  


A search in the literature reveals that there has been very little research that 


employs the framework of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) to explain how the image 


of women is linguistically constructed in advertisements. The present study intends to 


address the research gap by examining in particular the words that the advertisers use in 


order to construct the ideal body image for women in Malaysia.  


 


It is also noted that most past researches also do not examine the reason behind 


the ideology of slimness in a text. By using a CDA theoretical framework (Fairclough, 


1995a) to analyze the lexical items in the promotional texts, the present study aims to 


unearth the dominant ideology that is being constructed by the slimming advertisements 


in the print media. At the same time, the discursive practice and the social practice of 


the Malaysian society will be examined to explain how the social practice of the 


Malaysian society influences the construction of an ideal woman’s body image. 


 


Over the years, there have been numerous studies conducted by scholars on the 


effects of mass media on women’s body image (see e.g. Fang Wan, 2002; Tiggemann, 


2002; Garner, 1997; Hesse-Biber et. al., 2006; Bolla, 2001). Women have been the 


target of the advertisements that encourage them to look in a particular way in order to 


be considered ideal. The female image in advertisements almost always fits a western 


beauty myth: thin, young, able-bodied and light-skinned (Albani, 2005). 


 


According to Fang Wan (2002), mass media has been identified as a powerful 


social agent that conveys, encourages and shapes the cultural ideal of female 


slenderness. She points out that the content analyses of advertisements (Goffman, 1959) 
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and women’s magazines (Ferguson, 1978) demonstrate that ideal women are being 


depicted as thin and sexy.  


 


Tiggemann (2002) in her study on “Media Influences on Body Image 


Development” in Body Image: a Handbook of Theory, Research and Clinical Practice 


points out that media presentation of thin ideals is one of the main contributors to the 


present high levels of body dissatisfaction and eating disorders in women. She argues 


that formal content analyses of visual media such as magazines, film and television 


programmes demonstrate that the trend towards thinness is prevalent. Tiggemann 


(2002) asserts that when women are repeatedly exposed to the thin images in the media, 


they may internalize the thin ideal and treat the thin image as the yardstick to evaluate 


themselves.  


 


Garner (1997), in a 1997 survey on 4,000 readers of the magazine Psychology 


Today reports that nearly half the women reveal that the extremely thin magazine 


models make them feel insecure and want to reduce weight. Hesse-Biber et. al. (2006) 


in their research entitled “The mass marketing of disordered eating and Eating 


Disorders: The social psychology of women, thinness and culture” point out that “The 


American culture sends a powerful signal to women – that only the beautiful and the 


thin are valued and loved” (Hesse-Biber et. al. 2006: 208). 


 


A study on beauty and fashion magazines by Danielle Bolla (2001) 


demonstrates that such magazines often support social definitions of the meaning of 


being beautiful in the 21st century by offering readers the products as the means to 


realize the contemporary beauty ideals that advocate the idea that “thinner is better”. 
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Therefore, Bolla (2001) points out that women may be defining themselves based on the 


beauty ideology that in actual fact is created out of the economic need of an industry.  


 


The studies discussed above investigate the negative impact of advertisement 


on women. They focus on the analysis of the visual image (i.e. semiotic analysis) of 


advertisements. Hence, the present study will employ the CDA framework to bridge the 


research gap.  


 


1.6 Purpose of Study 


The aim of the present study is to identify the words that are drawn on by the 


advertisers to construct the ideal and non-ideal body image in selected slimming 


advertisements in Malaysia. It also aims to elucidate the opaque ideology on women’s 


ideal body image. 


 


It is hoped that this study will be able to create awareness among women 


regarding the portrayal of the ideal body image for women in the print advertisements 


sponsored by slimming centres. This study will also demonstrate to women that the 


ideal body image is merely a social construction that is not static but changing all the 


time according to the definition of what is considered as ideal by the dominant forces in 


the society.  
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In this study, the researcher aims to provide answers to the following research 


questions: 


(a) What are the words used to describe the non-ideal female body and the ideal 


female body? 


(b) What are the qualities and values associated with the ideal female body? 


(c) How do the social practice and discursive practice influence text production 


and interpretation? 


 


1.7 Significance of Study 


Though there were many studies in the past that debated on the topic of 


women’s body image, most of them focused on the effects of media portrayals 


(Mapgaonkar, 2005; Sung-Yeon Park, 2005). Moreover, majority of the studies (Albani, 


2005; Mapgaonkar, 2005; Park, 2005; Mooney et. al., 2004) on media portrayal of the 


female body image focused on the visual images that appear in the advertisements 


without paying adequate attention to the lexical items. Those that examined the lexical 


choices of slimming advertisements (Ng, 2005; Jaya Ranee, 2002) do not employ CDA 


framework. In addition, these studies also do not examine the reasons behind the 


construction of such thin ideals. From a Critical Discourse analyst point of view, it is of 


great importance to analyze discourse in the cultural context of a particular society. This 


is because according to Fairclough (2003), discourse represents the process and 


structures of the material world.  


 


The findings of this study will enrich the current CDA literature in the area of 


textual analysis on women’s body image. Other CDA researchers can draw on the 


findings of this research and conduct similar studies in their own countries. In this way, 


they will be able to determine whether there are any significant similarities or 
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differences in the promotional texts on women regardless of geographical areas. CDA 


researchers who are interested to conduct textual analysis on slimming advertisements 


will benefit from this study. This is because they will be able to expand on the various 


lexical strategies (i.e. negative lexicalization, negative labeling, positive lexicalization 


and positive association) that have been revealed in the findings of this study.  


 


The findings of this research will enable women to be more informed about the 


various lexical items employed by the slimming advertisements. When women are more 


informed, they will be empowered to read the promotional texts in the slimming 


advertisements in a different light. It is hoped that the findings of this study will help 


women to identify the element of power imbalance in the slimming advertisements’ 


texts and resist the dominant ideology of the slim ideal. When women are able to see 


beyond the surface of these promotional texts, they will be free from the bondage of 


false truth constructed by the print media.  


 


Through this study, it is hoped that women will be aware that the media is able 


to present versions of reality with regards to the ideal body image by employing 


carefully chosen words and phrases in the print advertisements. The findings of this 


study will enable women to see that there is a consumerist power behind the 


construction of the ideal body image for women. They will be able to discern that the 


advertisers construct their own versions of reality in order to fulfill their economic 


agenda i.e. to market the slimming services by their companies. 
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1.8 Scope and Limitations 


This study will employ textual analysis to analyze print advertisements in the 


local English newspapers that feature services provided by slimming centres in 


Malaysia. The researcher will analyze the data based on Fairclough’s three dimensional 


framework. Due to the absence of other triangulation methods e.g.: interview or 


questionnaire, the data analysis of this research may contain some potential biasness. 


 


Another limitation of this study is that it does not analyze audience reception 


of the print advertisements. Therefore, the researcher is not able to say with certainty 


that the audience will interpret the promotional texts in the manner stated in the analysis 


chapter. However, based on the various research on media effects on women’s body 


image (see e.g. Mapgaonkar, 2005; Sung-Yeon Park, 2005; Hesse-Biber et. al., 2006; 


Tiggemann, 2002), the researcher is confident that the promotional texts will leave some 


marks in the minds of the female readers who read such advertisements. 
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CHAPTER 2 


LITERATURE REVIEW 


2.1 Introduction 


Fairclough (2003) sees discourses as ways of representing the processes, 


relations and structures of the material world and the resources that people use to relate 


to one another. He emphasizes that different discourses are different perspectives of the 


world and apart from representing the world as it is, discourses also represent the 


worlds that are possibly different from the actual world. In the first part of the literature 


review, the various methods of discourse analysis commonly employed by CDA 


scholars will be examined i.e. Critical Linguistics, Social Semiotics, Van Dijk’s Social-


cognitive model, Wodak’s Discourse Historical Approach and Fairclough’s three 


dimensional framework. The purpose is to find out which of these approaches will help 


the researcher answer the research questions set out in Chapter 1. 


 


In the second part of the literature review, various studies that dealt with the 


ideology on women’s body images, beauty and advertising will be reviewed. Due to the 


dearth of studies that use the theoretical framework derived from CDA to analyze the 


data on the female body, studies that use other approaches will also be examined. 
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2.2 Critical Linguistics 


Critical linguistics is a method of discourse analysis pioneered by Roger 


Fowler together with a group of scholars at the University of East Anglia in the 1970’s 


(Fowler et. al., 1979, Hodge and Kress 1979 in Fairclough, 2006a). It is the earliest and 


one of the most influential linguistically-oriented critical approaches to discourse 


analysis. According to Fowler (1996: 4) given the mediated nature of representations, 


producers of text can represent something in many ways and these representations are 


“moulded by the value-systems … ingrained in the medium” itself. This explains why 


critical linguistics focuses its analysis on media discourse (Fowler, 1991; Trew 1979 in 


Fairclough, 2006a). Using Halliday's Systemic Functional Grammar as its analytical 


framework (Halliday 1978, 1985 in Fairclough, 2006a) Critical Linguistics analyzes 


media texts to examine how, events, people and objects are represented in the language 


(e.g. grammar of clauses such as the transitivity system).  


 


The aim of critical linguists is to raise awareness regarding the various topics 


of social significance such as racism, sexism, inequality in education, war, nuclear 


weapons, political strategies and commercial practices.  Fowler (1996) states that the  


linguistic model that he advocates uses linguistic analysis to expose misrepresentation 


and discrimination in public discourse besides providing critical readings of 


newspapers, political propaganda, interview and so on.  


 


Most of the work in critical linguistics focuses on the working of power in 


linguistic practices (Kress, 2001). This is because critical linguistics has been 


influenced by the work of Marx in the 1960s and 1970s in France (Althusser 1971 cited 


in Kress, 2001). He further elaborates that in critical linguistics, linguistics action is 
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social action whereby texts are the outward manifestation and that language is an 


instrument to manifest the social.  


 


Critical linguistics is not a suitable framework for the present research because 


too much emphasis is placed upon text as a product and too little emphasis is placed 


upon the processes of producing and interpreting texts (Fairclough 2006a: 28). In the 


present study, discourse in the promotional texts will be analyzed as i) text, ii) 


discursive practice and iii) social practice. Therefore, promotional texts will be 


examined as a product that is produced, distributed and consumed under the influence 


of the social practice in the Malaysian society.   


 


2.3 Social Semiotics 


In general, semiotics is the study of signs. Kress and van Leeuwen (2001) state 


that there are three schools of semiotics. Firstly, the Prague School (1930s and early 


1940s) develops the work of Russian Formalists. Notions such as ‘foregrounding’ were 


applied to language as well as to the study of art, theatre, cinema and costume. The 


second movement, the Paris School of the 1960s and 1970s, employs the ideas from de 


Saussure and other linguists. The ideas developed by this school are still taught in 


various courses of media studies, art and design, under the subject ‘semiology’. Finally, 


the third movement of this kind is called ‘social semiotics’. ‘Social semiotics’ which 


began in Australia in the early to mid 1970s (Fowler et. al., 1979) was inspired from the 


studies of literature by Michael Halliday, visual semiotics by O’Toole, Kress and van 


Leeuwen, music by van Leeuwen and other semiotics modes by Hodge and Kress. 


 


Kress and van Leeuwen (2001) state that visual language is not obvious or 


universally understood, but specific to a particular culture. They further explain that 
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Western visual communication is greatly influenced by the convention of writing from 


left to right. In other cultures that write from right to left, or from top to bottom, 


different values and meanings are attached to the key dimensions of visual space 


(Lemke, 2009; Halliday 1978 cited in Fairclough, 2006a; Hodge and Kress, 1988). The 


main concept in any semiotics is the ‘sign’ and the way in which it is used to create 


meanings. They further point out that all texts are multimodal in the sense that written 


language is also a visual arrangement of symbols on a page. As a result of their research 


on a wide range of mass media material, they have developed a comprehensive theory 


of visual communication to examine the structure and use of images in text. Among the 


texts that they have examined are children’s books, science textbooks, printed 


advertisements and newspaper front pages. 


 


Text is multifunctional, i.e. it has ideational function (always simultaneously 


representing the world) and interpersonal function (representing social relations and 


identities (Fairclough, 2006a). According to Kress and van Leeuwen (2001) visual 


design like all semiotics modes carries out two key functions i.e. an ‘ideational’ 


function and an ‘interpersonal’ function (using Halliday’s term). By ‘ideational’ 


function, it means that visual design represents ‘the world around and inside us’ while 


‘interpersonal’ function means that visual design enacts social interactions as social 


relations. Besides that, visual design also performs ‘textual’ function - the way in which 


representations and communicative acts join together as a complete and meaningful 


whole that we call ‘text’. Kress and van Leeuwen strongly believe that the analytical 


scope of critical discourse analysis can be broadened if the analytical framework of 


social semiotics is employed to the text that incorporates visual images. This is because 


many domains of public communication have been invaded with visual images where in 


the past language was the sole and dominant mode (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2001).  
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In conclusion, social semiotics examines ways of analyzing visual images and 


the relationships between language and visual images. The researcher did not choose 


social semiotics as the analytical tool for this research because the main focus of this 


study is on written text.  


 


2.4 Van Dijk’s Social-Cognitive Model  


In this model, van Dijk (2002) stresses the importance of analyzing the 


discourse (e.g. news in the newspapers) in a particular society by taking cognition into 


account. He defines ‘discourse’ as a ‘communicative event’ which includes 


conversational interaction, written text, images and other ‘semiotic’ and multimedia 


dimension of signification. According to van Dijk (2002), ‘cognition’ encompasses 


personal and social cognition, beliefs and goals including evaluations and emotions, and 


any other ‘mental’ or ‘memory’ structures, representations or processes involved in 


discourse and interaction. ‘Society’ is defined as both the local and global, societal and 


political structures. A face-to face interaction is an example of a local microstructure of 


society while group-relations, movements, institutions, organizations, social processes, 


political systems and more abstract properties of societies and cultures are some of the 


elements of global societal structures.  


 


Van Dijk’s (2002) emphasizes the processes of social cognition in his analysis 


of practices of news production and news comprehension. He looks at how cognitive 


‘models’ and ‘schemata’ shape production and comprehension. Media texts are linked 


to context to demonstrate in detail how social relationships and processes are achieved 


at a micro-level through routine practices (Fairclough, 1995b). 
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Van Dijk analyzes text at the ‘macrostructure’ and ‘microstructure’ levels. At 


the ‘macrostructure’ level, the thematic structure (i.e. the hierarchical organization of 


the themes or topics) is analyzed. At the ‘microstructure’ level, the semantic relations 


between propositions (i.e. coherence relations of causality and consequences) are 


analyzed. His framework is useful for analyzing texts because it takes into account the 


mental processes that are involved in texts production and comprehension. However, it 


was not chosen for this study because the present research does not intend to examine 


the role of social or personal cognition in reading a text. 


 


2.5 Wodak’s Discourse-Historical Approach 


According to Wodak (2002), the discourse-historical approach which is often 


used to examine the historical, organizational and political topics and texts attempts to 


incorporate a large quantity of available knowledge about the historical sources and the 


background of the social and political fields in which discursive events are inserted. 


Wodak (2002) believes that one of the most prominent features of discourse-historical 


approach is its attempt to work with diverse approaches, multimethodically and on a 


range of empirical data and background information. She (2002) further points out that 


the discourse-historical approach analyzes the historical dimension of discursive actions 


by investigating the ways in which specific genres of discourse are subject to diachronic 


change. Finally, Wodak emphasizes that the most important characteristic of the 


discourse-historical approach is the incorporation of social theories into the context that 


is being analyzed. The discourse-historical approach is often used to analyze political 


and discriminatory discourses in the newspapers e.g. the linguistic manifestation of 


prejudice in discourse, incorporated in the linguistic and social context. 
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Wodak (2002) points out that the discourse-historical approach employs 4 


level of analysis: 


a) The immediate language or text internal co-text; 


b) The intertextual and interdiscursive relationship between utterances, texts, genres 


and discourses; 


c) The extralinguistic social/sociological variables and institutional frames of 


specific ‘context of situation’ (middle range theories); 


d) The broader sociopolitical and historical contexts, which the discursive practices 


are embedded in and related to (‘grand theories’) 


(Wodak 2002: 67) 


 


The distinctive features of the discourse historical approach can be 


summarized below: 


a) Fieldwork and ethnography are always incorporated to explore the object under 


investigation 


b) The approach is problem-oriented where specific linguistics items will not be 


focused on 


c) The historical context is always analyzed and incorporated into the interpretation 


of discourses and texts 


 


Wodak’s framework was not chosen for this study because the focus of this 


study is on text while Wodak’s framework includes fieldwork and ethnographic study. 


The only fieldwork involved in this study is the collection of the print data. Thus, the 


methodology for Wodak’s framework and the methodology for this study are different. 
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2.6 Fairclough’s Three Dimensional Framework 


This study will be employing Fairclough’s three dimensional framework of 


Critical Discourse Analysis. According to Fairclough, discourse is in a dialectal 


relationship with other social dimensions and it functions ideologically. Fairclough 


(1995a) points out that each discursive event has three dimensions as follows: 


 


a) Discourse as Text 


The analysis of discourse as a text includes the analysis of generic structure, 


text dialogic organization, cohesive relations between sentences and relations between 


clauses in complex sentences, the grammar of the clause and vocabulary. A text 


includes speech, writing, visual image or a combination of these. For the purpose of this 


analysis, the researcher will only analyze the text messages that appear in the print 


advertisements and not the visual images. According to Fairclough (2006a), text 


analysis can be classified into four main headings: vocabulary, grammar, cohesion and 


text structure.  


 


b) Discourse is an instance of Discursive Practice 


The analysis of discourse as a discursive practice involves the processes of 


text production, distribution and interpretation (or consumption). Discursive practices 


are viewed as an important form of social practice that contributes to the social world 


including the social identities and social relations. The nature of these processes of text 


production and consumption differs between various types of discourse according to 


social factors. Fairclough (2006a) also stresses that in different social contexts, texts are 


consumed in different manners. Texts like personal letters are consumed individually 


while texts like newspapers are consumed by the general public. Processes of 


production and interpretation are constrained by the internalized social structures, 
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norms and conventions, orders of discourse, and conventions for the production, 


distribution and consumption of texts which have been constituted through past social 


practice and struggle. They are also restrained by the exact nature of the social practice 


that determines what and how elements of members’ resources are drawn upon.  


 


c) Discourse as Social Practice  


In CDA, the analyst takes into account the wider social practice to which the 


communicative events belong. The analysis of discourse as social practice involves 


social conditions that can be categorized as the social conditions of production and 


social conditions of interpretation. These social conditions are closely related to three 


different levels of social organization: (i) the level of social situation, (ii) the level of 


social institution, and (iii) the level of society as a whole (Fairclough, 1995a).  


 


Fairclough’s three dimensional framework is suitable for this research because 


it establishes connections between properties of texts (i.e. print advertisements), 


features of discursive practice (the processes involved in the production, consumption 


and distribution of print advertisements) and the socio-cultural practice of the society in 


question. Fairclough’s three dimensional framework provides the resources for the 


researcher to explain the social practice that is believed to be both constitutive and 


constituted. 
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2.7 Advertising and the Female Body 


In his book ‘Language and Power’, Fairclough (2001) draws our attention to 


the discourse of advertising. According to him, the discourse of advertising has become 


very prominent within the order of discourse, and therefore has become what Habermas 


called as ‘strategic discourse’ i.e. a discourse that is oriented to getting goals or result. 


 


Rahm (2006) claims that advertisement is a genre that is most significant 


within the order of commercial discourse. Despite the nature of advertisements that 


have a wide verbal and visual construction that are made up of various genres and 


discourses, Rahm (2006) asserts that we can still call advertisement as ‘one genre of 


advertisements’ for one important reason that it still serves a common communicative 


purpose: ‘selling and promoting some kind of product, image or ideology’.  


 


Fairclough (2001) points out that the discourse of advertising is the direct 


result of consumerism. He further argues that advertising creates needs and values for 


people and thus creates consumption communities through the ideology that it conveys. 


Fairclough highlights that advertisements work ideologically by ‘building relations, 


building images and building the consumer’ (Fairclough 2001: 167-168): (i) ‘building 


relations’ means that advertising discourse which comprises of an ideological 


representation of the relationship between the producer of the product being advertised 


and the audience are actually ‘facilitating the main ideological work’ (Fairclough 2001: 


168). (ii) Advertisements engage their audiences to use the ideological elements in the 


“members’ resources” to create an image for the product being advertised. 


(iii)Advertisements will draw upon the images that the audiences ‘help’ them to 


produce as means to build subject positions as members of the consumption 


communities. 
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2.8 Mass Media and the Ideal Female Body 


The standard of an ideal female body is never static but changes according to 


time (Hesse-Biber et. al., 2006; Zuraidah Mohd Don, 2003). The definition of what 


constitutes an ideal female body evolves at the turn of each decade (Banner, 1983). 


Grogan (1999) points out that in the 1800s, the idealized female form was still 


voluptuous and plump. The notion that women must have slim figures in order to be 


considered as having the ideal figures is a very recent phenomenon which dated from 


the 1920s (Gordon 1990 in Grogan, 1999). The successful marketing by the fashion 


industry is said to be the driving force of the idealization of slimness in women.  


 


Dorothy Smith (1990 cited in Grogan, 1999) observes that articles in women’s 


magazines often tell women what they need to do to achieve the ideal body by 


presenting them with a specific ideal i.e. a “perfect” body.  


 


Media is one of the socio-cultural factors that continually support the 


attainment of a thin body shape for women (Murray & Beaumont 1996 in Brown, 


2006). Mass media such as magazines perpetuates the idealized female body images 


which in turn produce insecurities and body dissatisfaction among women (Stice & 


Shaw 1994 in Brown, 2006; Grogan, 1999; Hesse-Biber, 1996; Macdonald, 1995). 


Dittrich (2004 in Brown 2006) believes that media portray unrealistic images of 


thinness and give the impression that it is attainable by the average woman. However, 


she stresses that these images resulted in the misconception that the idealized thin body 


is the standard body shape that women should aspire to achieve. Women often measure 


themselves unfavourably against the female models in the media who are slim and have 


perfect figures (Grogan, 1999; Hesse-Biber, 1996). 
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The current physical ideal for Western women is a slim body which resembles 


a newly pubescent girl’s body rather than the curvaceous body of an adult woman 


(Bartky, 1990; Grogan, 1999; Seid, 1989). The female body must not only be slim but 


must be toned and taut so that no bulges show (Bordo, 1993; Grogan, 1999; Seid, 


1989).  


 


According to Grogan (1999), magazines targeted at girls and young women 


often present traditional slim images as the benchmark of beauty. Eileen Guillen and 


Susan Barr (1994 cited in Grogan, 1999) who investigated body image in Seventeen 


magazine between 1970 and 1990 summarized in their study that the said magazine has 


contributed to the notion that thinness is the ideal body image for women regardless of 


whether they are adults or adolescents. 


 


According to Bridgette Sloan (2007), our body image is largely shaped by the 


ideas of what is desirable and attractive in the culture that we live in. She points out that 


in the late 20th century, there has been an increased emphasis on thinness as the beauty 


ideal for women. She believes that the ideal beauty standards for today’s women are 


largely impacted by the mass media and contemporary fashion trend. 


 


Hammond (1996) argues that many women consider themselves fat though 


they have a normal BMI. She points out that this is caused by cultural messages that 


stress the importance of attaining a slim body and avoid obesity. Obese people, 


according to Hammond (1996) suffer from cultural consequences that encompass 


negative social interactions, stigmatization, discrimination and economic disadvantages. 
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2.9 Approach to the Study of the Female Body 


2.9.1 Content Analysis 


Over the years, researchers who analyzed women’s body employed various 


approaches to conduct their studies. One of the approaches is the content analysis 


method. Matthai (2005), Christner (2008), Brown (2006), Fay & Price (1994) are 


among the researchers who employed the content analysis method to analyze their data.  


 


In Matthai’s (2005) study, the body image portrayals of female models 


featured in advertisements in YM magazines targeted at teenage girls were being 


examined. This study compared the models in the advertisements in this magazine from 


1976 to 2004. In this study, Matthai (2005) examines whether there is any increase in 


the portrayals of ultra-thin females in magazine advertisements. She also examines 


whether the standard for thinness has become thinner.  


 


In another study by Christner (2008), the content analysis method was 


employed to analyze the depictions of women’s specific body types represented in the 


advertising content of women’s and teen’s magazines. The theoretical framework for 


this study was drawn from Cultivation Theory and Social Comparison Theory. The data 


was obtained from 12 issues of 6 magazines spanning 5 years from 2003 to 2007.  A 


total of 4107 models were coded in 2686 advertisements from Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar, 


Cosmo Girl, Seventeen, Ladies Home Journal and Teen Mag. The advertisements were 


coded by looking at the model’s body type and position. The body types were 


categorized into Low Body Fat/No Curve, Slightly Curvy, Low Body Fat/Very Curvy, 


Medium and High Body Fat. One of Christner’s (2008) research questions was to find 


out whether women’s magazine advertising suggests specific body ideal to women, 


minorities and teens. 
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Apart from Matthai (2005) and Christner (2008), Karen Ruth Brown (2006) 


employed qualitative content analysis method and Bandura’s (1986 cited in Brown, 


2006) social cognitive theoretical framework to analyze media representation of female 


body images in women’s magazines. The data for this study was obtained from June’s 


edition of women’s magazines i.e. Allure, Cosmopolitan, Elle, Fitness, Glamour, 


Harpers, Health, InStyle, Self, Seventeen, Shape, Vogue, Mc Call’s, Woman’s Home 


Companion and Ladies Home Journal published in years 1950, 1995, 2000 and 2005. 


The data collected were coded using Thompson and Gray’s (1995 cited in Brown, 2006) 


Contour Drawing Rating Scale. 


 


Another study that employed content analysis method was conducted by 


Michael Fay and Christopher Price (1994). The sample of their study was obtained from 


2 magazines i.e. Listener and New Zealand Woman’s Weekly from year 1958 to 1988. 


The aim of this study is to examine the female body shape in print advertisements and 


the increase of Anorexia Nervosa in New Zealand. In this study, the measurement of the 


models in the advertisements was taken, e.g. hip, waist, shoulder. They conclude that 


advertising in New Zealand that presents images of increasingly thin women has 


connection to the rise of Anorexia Nervosa cases. The focus of Fay and Price’s (1994) 


study is very different from the present study as they focus on media effect while the 


present study focuses on how advertising linguistically construct the ideal female body 


shapes and the reasons behind such propagation of the idealized female body. 
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2.9.2 Sociological Approach 


The sociological approach is another popular approach employed by previous 


researchers to analyze the female body image in the media. Among the researchers who 


employed the sociological approach to analyze the data in their studies are Jessica M. E. 


Cummings (1998), Albani (2005) and Ng (2005).  


 


In her sociological study, Jessica M. E. Cummings (1998) conducted focus 


groups to explore women’s opinion pertaining to the presentation of visual media on the 


ideal female body. The study was designed using a social constructionist perspective to 


examine how women interpret the visual image of the ideal female body and what are 


the effects of the idealized image. The symbolic interactionist framework from the work 


of Berger & Luckmann (1966 in Cummings, 1998), Blumer (1969 in Cummings, 1998) 


and Thomas (1928 in Cummings, 1998) was employed. Seven focus groups were 


conducted among the 4th year female students from University of Guelph. The 


participants age of were between 20’s to 60’s. Magazines were made available during 


the focus groups to provide reference for the interview. All focus group were taped 


recorded and transcribed into textual form for coding. The transcripts were coded using 


Thematic analysis. Open and axial coding as described by Strauss & Corbin (1990 in 


Cummings, 1998) was employed to analyze the data in this study. 


 


Francesca Albani (2005) in her thesis entitled “Thinness Matter: The Impact of 


Magazine Advertising on the Contemporary Beauty Ideal” examines how the visual 


images in magazine advertisements construct thinness as the ideal beauty standard in 


three of the most popular fashion magazines in Italy and the United States i.e. Vogue, 


Glamour and Marie Claire between March and June 2004. 
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In this sociological study, Albani (2005) examines how print advertisements 


construct ideal beauty by depicting plus-size bodies as disgusting or abhorrent while 


eulogizing the thin bodies. The focus of Albani’s (2005) study is on the construction of 


the ideal body type by fashion advertising. Albani (2005) explains that her textual 


analysis employed a 3-step methodologies advocated by Barbara B. Stern (1991 in 


Albani, 2005) and Gillian Dyer (1982 in Albani, 2005).  


 


2.9.3 Triangulation Method 


Another sociological study on the slimming culture in Hong Kong was 


conducted by Ng Bo Sze (2005). In her sociological study, Ng (2005) employed 


triangulation method to analyze her data i.e. discourse analysis, in-depth interviews, 


participant observation, semiotic analysis and content analysis technique. The data for 


her study was obtained from slimming advertisements published in the Next Magazine 


in July 1993, 1998 and 2003 respectively.  


 


Besides Ng (2005), Kay Hammond (1996) is another researcher that employed 


triangulation method to carry out a qualitative and quantitative analysis of women’s 


body image. In her study, she obtained her data from interviews and questionnaires.  


The five types of questionnaires employed in this study were Rosenberg Self Esteem 


Scale, The Body Esteem Scale, The weight Locus of Control Scale, Figure Rating Scale 


and Silhouette Rating Scale. Feminist Poststructuralist Theory, Foucaultian concept of 


power and discourse analysis were the theoretical frameworks employed in her study.  


 


In this study, 124 Caucasian women aged 18 years and above who lived in 


Auckland, New Zealand were interviewed and given questionnaires. The women were 


categorized into 4 groups i.e. normal weight, overweight, women with eating 
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disturbances and body builders. The women in this study were allowed to use a free 


description of stereotypes that will be compared with previous research using semantic 


differential scales. They were also required to physically describe the different types of 


body figures shown to them. 


 


Kay Hammond (1996) investigates how women of different body types 


classify different body types and whether there is a stereotyping of a certain body shape. 


The aim of this study is also to examine whether the level of self-esteem differs in 


women with different body types and to discover what is rated as the ideal figure in 


New Zealand.  


 


The strength of this study lies in its triangulation method where qualitative and 


quantitative methods of analysis were being employed. However, as this is a study that 


does not focus on textual analysis, the words used by the women to describe the various 


body types and personality associated to the various body types were presented in the 


form of tables. There was no lexical analysis performed on the data to examine how 


words are used to construct the ideal body image for women. This is the key difference 


between Hammond’s (1996) study and the present study. 


 


Triangulation method is also employed by Jaya Ranee (2002) to conduct her 


research on the language of beauty products advertisements in Malaysia. Survey, 


questionnaire, and qualitative analysis were being employed in her study. Jaya Ranee 


(2002) obtained her data from 2 popular local women’s magazines i.e. Her World and 


Female from January to December 2000 that feature facial products and slimming 


services.
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The lexical items obtained from the data were categorized as neutral 


collocations, positive collocations, negative collocations, nouns, adjectives and verbs. A 


survey was also conducted on 100 women who live and work in Kuala Lumpur, 


Petaling Jaya, Melaka and Johor Bahru. All women selected for the survey are readers 


of either one or both of the magazines. The advertisements are examined again to obtain 


the frequency count and percentage distribution of words based on the connotations and 


the collocates that the lexical items carry.  


 


The strength of this study lies in its triangulation approach where a survey was 


conducted before deciding on the categorization of the connotation and collocates of 


lexical items collected during stage one. Furthermore, the researcher also combined 


both qualitative and quantitative method in the analysis of data.  


 


2.9.4 Feminist Media Theory 


Apart from the triangulation method, previous researchers also employed 


Feminist theory to conduct their studies on female body.  Kwan (2004) who conducted 


a study on bra advertisements in magazines, employed feminist theory on the 


naturalization of patriarchal heterosexual ideology on women as the theoretical 


framework of her study. Apart from feminist theory, she also employed Stuart Hall’s 


concept of encoding and decoding and John Berger’s analysis of contemporary 


advertisements in her theoretical framework.  


 


Gallagher and Hébert (2007) who have conducted a study on television 


makeover programmes also employed feminist media theory by Durham (1999) as their 


theoretical framework. In this study, they examined the ideological impact of patriarchy 


in relation to the socially constructed ideals of beauty represented in the media texts. 
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Selected episodes of 3 makeover programmes were examined i.e. A Makeover Story, 


What Not to Wear and Extreme Makeover. Gallagher and Hébert (2007) assert that with 


the creation of the makeover programmes, beauty is now being positioned as a 


commodity that can be purchased and sold to assist women to achieve a sense of 


belonging. The focus of this study is on the power relation of media representations 


towards women’s bodies. Analyses were conducted on the sample of episodes from the 


3 selected makeover programmes. 


 


This study is enlightening because it reveals the problematic relationships 


between women’s bodies and the idealized body shapes portrayed in the media. 


However, due to the theoretical framework employed in this study, there was no 


deliberation on the exact linguistic items used by the participants of the makeover 


programmes to describe their body parts before and after undergoing the makeover 


procedures. This study also did not examine what was the reason behind the social 


construction of the ideal appearance for women. Therefore, a CDA perspective will 


prove to be beneficial for such study in order to achieve a more holistic view pertaining 


to the issue of women’s body image. 


 


The present researcher notes that studies on female body that employed CDA 


framework are scarce as compared with those that employed other types of framework. 


Nevertheless, these studies will be discussed in the following section. 
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2.9.5 Critical Discourse Analysis 


Previous researchers that employed CDA as their analytical tool are Zuraidah 


Mohd Don (2003), Rahm (2006), de Felippe Bohlke (2008), Zuraidah Mohd Don and 


Knowles (2009), Pienaar (2006), Jeffries (2007) and Coupland (2007). 


 


In a CDA study on advertisements in women’s magazines and beauty 


product’s promotional materials, Zuraidah Mohd Don (2003) examines discursive 


strategies employed by the promotional texts to construct the idealized feminine beauty 


that propagates gender inequality and oppression. By using Fairclough’s 3 dimensional 


framework, Zuraidah (2003) also examines how discourse functions to propagate 


ideologies about “feminine beauty myth” and influence the female target audience to 


accept the message as truth rather than merely a construction. She believes that 


advertising play an important role in sustaining and promoting the ideological systems 


behind the “feminine beauty myth”. 


 


The data for Zuraidah’s (2003) study were obtained from women’s magazines 


and promotional materials that mainly feature facial beauty products. It is unlike the 


present study where the data will be obtained from the slimming advertisements 


published in the local English newspapers. By examining the slimming texts, the 


present researcher will focus on the linguistic properties employed by the advertisers to 


construct the idealized body image for women in Malaysia. 


 


In another CDA study, Rahm (2006) obtained his data from the main regional 


newspaper in southern Sweden i.e. ‘Sydsvenska Dagbladet’. His data consists of 15 


direct mails and advertising supplements. Rahm (2006) draws on the framework of 
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Hermeren (1999 in Rahm, 2006), Fairclough (1992 in Rahm, 2006; 1995b; 2003) and 


Rahm (2002 in Rahm, 2006) to carry out intertextual analysis on the advertisements. 


 


Besides intertextual analysis, multimodal analytical method is also being 


employed to analyze a Brazilian television advertisement featuring a weight loss 


management drug called Xenical. In this CDA study, Rossana de Felippe Bohlke (2008) 


obtained her data from the Brazilian television channels from year 2004 to 2006. The 


theoretical frameworks employed in this research are semiotic-discursive content 


analysis, Systemic Functional Linguistics (for analyzing verbal resources) and systemic 


grammar of images by Kress and van Leeuwen (1996 in de Felippe Bohlke, 2008) (for 


analyzing the visual images). The principles of CDA in the area of textual description 


are also utilized to bridge the textual and contextual dimension of the data. 


 


de Felippe Bohlke’s (2008) research aims to analyze advertising discourse and 


gender in the area of discursive-semiotic construction of gender identities to reveal how 


discourses produce, maintain and constrain people within social positions and relations. 


This study demonstrates that language and image are socially shaped and can be 


employed to shape the ways women manage their bodies. By using CDA as one of the 


analytical tools, the author identifies the types of discursive gender denomination and 


normalization employed by the pharmaceutical industry through television 


advertisements to judge and prescribe the ideal female body image. 


 


In this study, de Felippe Bohlke (2008) has put more emphasis on the analysis 


of visual image as compared to lexical analysis. This is the key difference between her 


study and the present study. Secondly, this study examines the unequal power relations 


within gender negotiation i.e. gender inequalities in the standard for beauty. In the 
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present study, the main focus is to examine how lexical choices are employed by the 


advertisers to construct an ideal woman’s body image.  


 


Another CDA research was carried out by Kiran Merle Pienaar (2006) to 


examine women’s oppositional discourse on the ideal female body. Systemic Functional 


Grammar is also employed to analyze the grammatical categories represented in the 


main grammatical processes. In this study, 3 extracts of body talk conversation were 


examined. Conversational data was collected from 16 White adolescent English 


speaking women aged 14 to 18 years who lived in South Africa. The conversations 


were recorded, transcribed and analyzed.  


 


Pienaar (2006) elicited the body talk data using 3 stimulus exercises designed 


to encourage discussions on topics such as overweight female body, dieting and the 


ideal body. The participants were encouraged to discuss what they think constitutes a 


“normal” female body, an “abnormal body” and the Western definition of female 


fatness and thinness. The research focus is on the areas of contradiction and contestation 


in the body talk conversations. 


 


Pienaar’s (2006) study examines the ideologies that are being reflected and 


perpetuated in the discourses associated with the ideal female body. The researcher also 


investigates whether the young women are reproducing, resisting or transforming 


traditional assumptions about what is beautiful and desirable in a woman. The limitation 


of Pienaar’s (2006) study is that it only analyzes 3 extracts of transcribed conversations. 


Moreover, the conversational data were not being lexically analyzed. Therefore, this 


study is not able to determine the exact words used by the participants to describe the 


ideal and non-ideal female bodies. 
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One of the most significant studies on the female body that draws upon CDA 


as the analytical framework was conducted by Lesley Jeffries (2007). In her book 


entitled “Textual Construction of the Female Body: A Critical Discourse Approach”, 


Jeffries (2007) attempts to answer some fundamental questions with regards to the 


representation of women’s bodies in the early 21st century. By employing a CDA 


perspective in a systematic manner to a large body of texts, Jeffries (2007) examines in 


detail the representations of the female body in the contemporary mainstream 


magazines for women and girls obtained from the main news agents i.e. W.H. Smith in 


the centre of Leeds, West Yorkshire, UK in the month of February 2000. 


 


Jeffries (2007) clarifies that the tools of analysis employed in her book are for 


the purpose of finding out the ideational and ideological functions of texts. The 


analytical categories that are employed by Jeffries (2007) are naming, describing, 


equating, contrasting, enumerating and exemplifying, assuming, implying, creating time 


and space, presenting processes and states, and presenting opinions (Jeffries 2007: 17). 


In her study, Jeffries (2007) also explores the uncommon tools of analysis in CDA i.e. 


‘equating’, ‘contrasting’, ‘enumerating and exemplifying’.  


 


Jeffries’ (2007) study has shown how the representations of the female body in 


the periodical publications may have influenced the perceptions of the female body in 


the 21st century in the United Kingdom specifically and in other parts of the world in 


general. This book can be considered as a major milestone in CDA because analysis on 


textual construction of women’s body image utilizing CDA perspective is quite limited 


in the present literature. Jeffries (2007) analyses are well organized and covered various 


linguistic tools that are useful for analyzing texts especially those analytical tools that 


are not commonly employed by CDA researchers such as enumerating and 
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exemplifying, assuming and implying. She (2007) provides a wide range of examples to 


illustrate the points that she brought forth in her analyses and uncovers the various 


ideologies surrounding women’s body image. Therefore, her research has indeed 


provided valuable insights to other CDA scholars who are interested to replicate her 


study in their own unique environment. 


 


Another CDA study on skincare product advertisements and features in 


popular magazines aimed at both female and male consumers was conducted by Justine 


Coupland (2007). The data for this study were chosen from magazines titles that 


concerned with bodily issues and grooming such as Cosmopolitan, Good Housekeeping, 


Marie-Claire, New Woman, Red, She, Tatler, Vogue, Woman and Home and Zest. The 


men’s magazines were Men’s Health, GQ and Esquire. The magazines were published 


in the U.K. between January 2004 and April 2005. The magazines were sampled on 3 


occasions, in Spring 2004, Summer 2004 and early 2005. The data set comprised of 40 


magazines in total.  


 


Coupland (2007) takes a critical-pragmatic perspective, focusing on 


ideological presuppositions about cultural constructions of ageing and gender. Special 


focus was given to the semiotics of the visibly ageing face. The data was used to 


examine the discursive means by which popular media discourses negotiate ‘ageism’ in 


particular the face. The research question was to find out what new strategies have 


advertisers found to prioritize their products for the female market. The analysis 


examines advertisements and features that make claims about enhancing the appearance 


of the body and the face using two main types of products i.e. skin care products 


marketed as moisturizer and sun-protection products. This study focuses on how the 
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advertising texts employed discursive strategies to convince their potential customers 


that their products can reverse the signs of ageing.  


 


Zuraidah Mohd Don and Knowles (2009) carried out intertextual analysis on 


selected skincare advertisements in Female magazine in Malaysia. CDA framework was 


employed to analyze the data. The interdiscursive character of the texts was scrutinized 


using Fairclough’s analysis of the discursive practice to determine whether the texts 


retain the traditional order of discourse or have been embedded with other genre and 


discourses which resulted in a hybrid text. 


 


2.9.6 Research Sites 


The literature review demonstrates that most researchers in the previous 


studies collected their data from magazines targeted at women or teenage girls. Some 


researchers examine non-product specific advertisements while others only focus on 


product specific advertisements in the magazines. Both Brown (2006) and Jaya Ranee 


(2002) focus on non-product specific advertisements published in women’s magazines 


while Christner (2008) and Jeffries (2007) examine the advertising contents of 


magazines for both women and girls. Matthai (2005) on the other hand analyzes non-


product specific advertisements featured in teenage girls’ magazines.  


 


Researchers that examined product specific advertisements are Kwan (2004), 


Ng (2005), Albani (2005), Zuraidah and Knowles (2009), Coupland (2007), Zuraidah 


(2003) and de Felippe Bohlke (2008), Kwan (2004) focuses on bra advertisements while 


Ng (2005) examines slimming advertisements featured in women’s magazines. Albani 


(2005) put her focus on fashion advertisements that market high class fashion items 


such as sexy underwear and elegant dresses. Zuraidah and Knowles (2009) analyze 
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skincare advertisements in women’s magazines while Coupland (2007) examines 


skincare product advertisements and features from magazines targeted for both male 


and female. Likewise, Zuraidah (2003) examines beauty products advertisements in 


women’s magazines and promotional materials.  


 


There are only two studies that obtained their data from television advertising 


or programme. de Felippe Bohlke (2008) examines television advertisement featuring a 


weight loss management drug while Gallagher and Hébert (2007) focus on makeover 


programmes in television. 


 


Rahm (2006) is the only CDA researcher that examines direct mails and 


advertising supplements from newspaper. Cummings (1998) obtained her data from 


focus groups while Hammond (1996) obtained her data from interviews and 


questionnaires. Ng (2005) who employed triangulation method also obtained her data by 


conducting in-depth interview with her participants. Jaya Ranee (2002) who also 


employed triangulation method conducted surveys and questionnaires to complement 


the data she obtained from women’s magazines. 


 


Overall, the majority of studies examined data obtained from magazines 


targeted to women and girls. Therefore, the present researcher attempts to examine 


advertisements extracted from the local newspapers in order to bridge the gap in the 


previous studies. 
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2.10 Analysis of Visual and Linguistic Data 


2.10.1 Images 


From the literature, majority of the studies focused on visual images in the 


advertisements with minimal analysis on the lexical items.  Studies that examined the 


visual images in advertisements were conducted by Albani (2005), Kwan (2004), 


Brown (2006) and Cummings (1998). All these studies did not employ CDA 


framework. 


 


Albani’s (2005) study mainly focuses on the visual images of magazine 


advertisements that portray women according to the dichotomy of thinness and fatness. 


In many cases, fat women are painted in a negative light. Due to the nature of her study 


that focuses on semiotic analysis, she does not put much emphasis on the lexical items 


that appear in the advertisements. Therefore, lexical analysis will be able to complement 


her data analysis in revealing the ideological messages that are embedded in the texts. 


This is because linguistics elements are also key constructs in the cultural and social 


system that can reveal how contemporary beauty ideal is being constructed 


linguistically. Nevertheless, her study has contributed to the literature on the portrayal 


of female body image in magazine advertising.  


 


In another study that focused on visual images, Kwan (2004) examines the 


position of the male and female models in the bra advertisements and their eye contact 


with the readers. She also carried out a minimal analysis on the slogan in the bra 


advertisements. The purpose of this analysis is to examine the presentation of 


femininity in some contemporary bra advertisements to further examine the idea of bras 


meeting men’s specification and promoting heterosexuality or the “male gaze”. The 
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analysis focuses on the hidden patriarchal and heterosexual ideology in addition to the 


internalization and naturalization of such ideology in women. 


 


This study is very different from the present study as its main focus is on the 


visual image of advertisements. There is very minimal lexical analysis on the 


advertisements apart from the analysis of the slogan of the 8 bra advertisements. This 


study is slightly flawed as it does not have a literature review and methodology chapter 


in the thesis. Furthermore, this study only examined 8 advertisements which are rather 


inadequate. Therefore, further studies that focus more on the lexical aspect of print 


advertisement is necessary to examine how advertisements construct the ideal figure for 


women.  


 


As this is a study that relies heavily on the visual images in the advertisements, 


lexical choices are not examined. Therefore, this study does not reveal how the ideal 


women’s body image is being constructed by the advertising texts. Due to the non-CDA 


framework of analysis, there is no explanation on the reason behind the production of 


specific body ideals in advertisements. Hence, the present study will be able to bridge 


the gap.  


 


The purpose of Brown’s (2006) study is to ascertain the perception of 5 female 


coders on the photographic content of women’s magazines that were most popularly 


read by female undergraduate students (according to Simmons Market Research Bureau 


2003 in Brown, 2006). This study also aims to investigate whether thin media images 


were the most common type of female body images shown in photographic 


advertisements and articles in those magazines. 
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The key difference between Brown’s (2006) study and the present study is that 


Brown’s (2006) study is driven by images of female body while the present researcher 


focuses on the lexical items in the slimming advertisements. As Brown’s (2006) study 


does not employ CDA framework to analyze its data, there is no explanation on the 


reason behind the increasing media representations of the thin body. 


 


Cummings (1998) examines how women interpret the presentation of visual 


image of the ideal female body in women’s magazines. The research aims to investigate 


whether women view the images in the media as the ideal or otherwise. She also 


investigates the effects of the idealized image on women. 


 


In another study by Ng (2005), the nature of slimming discourses were being 


examined to explicate the promoted slimming ideals, messages, ideologies and 


discursive alternatives available in slimming advertisements published in women’s 


magazines.  


 


Ng’s (2005) study on the slimming culture in Hong Kong has contributed to 


the understanding of slimming trend in Hong Kong. Her in-depth interviews with the 


different groups of women demonstrate that women in Hong Kong practise resistance in 


varying degrees when they encounter with slimming discourses in the print media. 


However, due to the nature of sociological analysis, there is inadequate focus on lexical 


analysis on the promotional texts. It is noted that there are insufficient examples of 


lexical items in the analysis. Although Ng (2005) categorized the lexical items into 


groups under elements of slimness, beauty and health, there is inadequate extracts from 


her data to demonstrate the contexts when the words are being used. Due to its 
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sociological framework, Ng (2005) also did not explain the reasons behind the 


construction of the ideal body image for women by the print media in Hong Kong. 


 


2.10.2 Linguistic Data 


Linguistic data that will be discussed in this section will be lexical choice, 


grammar and intertextual analysis. 


 


2.10.2.1 Lexical Choice 


Studies on lexical choices were conducted by Jaya Ranee (2002), Zuraidah 


Mohd Don (2003), Jeffries (2007), Hammond (1996), Pienaar (2006) and Coupland 


(2007). The aim of Jaya Ranee’s (2002) study is to explicate the stereotypes that are 


commonly found in product advertisements. Even though Jaya Ranee (2002) carried out 


lexical analysis on her data, the lexical analysis is still very much on a surface level 


whereby the researcher only provides list of words according to categories of positive, 


negative and neutral collocates but did not provide explanation on why such words are 


rampant in the local magazine advertisements. Furthermore, this study also did not 


provide any explanation for the reason behind the production of such promotional texts. 


This is where the CDA framework can be a useful tool for this type of analysis in the 


future. 


 


Texts in advertisements and other mass media often depict the idealized body 


using positive lexical items. On the other hand, negative words are used to describe a 


non-ideal body shape. Jeffries (2007) states that the adjective that is normally used to 


describe the slimming achievement is also extended to illustrate the weight loss e.g. a 


fantastic 8 st 5 lb lighter; lost an amazing 9 st. Jeffries (2007) argues that due to the 


overwhelming presence of the descriptive adjectives to construct the opposites, the 
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readers of the texts will be ever pressured to conform to the perfect, natural and normal 


body by whatever possible methods. 


 


Likewise promotional texts often capitalized on positive lexical items to 


describe the efficacy of a beauty product. Lexical analysis on advertising discourse is 


able to demonstrate that discourse has the power to construct the idealized image of 


feminine beauty (Zuraidah Mohd Don, 2003). Zuraidah Mohd Don (2003) points out 


that semantic contrast and negative lexicalization are heavily employed in the 


promotional texts in order to convince the recipients that the product is able to 


transform a woman with many flaws (e.g. lines and wrinkles, bulging tummy, unsightly 


fat) into a perfect or mythical feminine beauty (e.g. smooth and radiant skin, trim and 


firm body). Besides lexicalization, ‘adjectives’ and ‘adverbs’ are heavily drawn on to 


describe the benefit of the products. e.g. ‘active firming’ eye cream, ‘pore-refining’ 


cream, ‘instantly’ moisturizes, ‘remarkably’ soft etc. 


 


Another interesting point highlighted by Jeffries (2007) in her analysis is that 


the large number of adjectives employed in the women’s magazines can be categorized 


as hyponyms of either good or bad. Jeffries (2007) states that while the problem is 


depicted in a negative light, the solution is painted positively. She argues that the 


problem is actually a constructed one because the ideology of her culture values the pre-


maternal, young and ‘full’ shape. As observed by Jeffries (2007), majority of the 


adjectives employed in the women’s magazines are in the form of superlatives e.g. 


perfect body, amazing, gorgeous curves, ideal weight. Jeffries (2007) argues that the 


frequent use of words like perfect and ideal in the data reinforce the ideology of the 


ideal body. She points out another ideology which she labeled as the ideology of the 


unchanging body. This ideology according to Jeffries (2007) is being reinforced 
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repeatedly especially in the post-natal texts where the mother is expected to regain her 


flat stomach after pregnancy. The texts seemed to imply that the condition of the female 


after childbirth is unnatural and unhealthy and it must be ‘fixed’ (Jeffries 2007: 89). 


 


Jeffries (2007) claims that slimming texts contain the clearest positive-


negative adjectives. Some positive adjectives extracted from her data (i.e. Slimmer 


Magazine) are: fit and healthy; balanced; content and happy; healthy lifestyle. On the 


other hand, the negative adjectives are: overweight; ugly; poor body image (Jeffries 


2007: 93). Some cosmetic surgery texts, according to Jeffries (2007), have the tendency 


to overstate the positive to the extent that it has the effect of positive modality. The 


examples of positive adjectives that employ intensifiers and superlatives are: extremely 


fit, perfect shape; wonderfully flat tummy; so much more confident; miracle cure, the 


perfect body; marvelous; super-slender; super-skinny; fantastic-looking blonde. On the 


other hand, excess fat is described negatively in the plastic surgery texts by using 


phrases with negative adjectives such as baggy folds; baggy skin; loose muscles; slack 


muscles; loose skin.  


 


Jeffries (2007) points out that the superordinate contrasts such as ‘good-bad’, 


‘normal-abnormal’ are created by pregnancy texts where the pre-pregnancy body is 


regarded as normal while the post-pregnancy shape is considered as ‘abnormal’ and 


unacceptable. She argues that this type of contrast created by pregnancy texts is due to 


the universal ideology of ‘an ideal, youthful and unchanging body shape’ that can be 


attained even after the process of pregnancy that in reality changes women’s bodies 


drastically. Jeffries (2007) points out that despite the fact that pregnancy changes 


women’s body shapes, the magazines are sending out a different message to women. 


Similarly, for ‘enumeration’ and ‘exemplification’, Jeffries (2007) notes that the data 
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are also reinforcing the ideology of the ‘culturally dominant ideal body shape’ and other 


common stereotypes (Jeffries 2007: 128). 


 


On a similar note, Hammond (1996) in her study on women’s body image 


discovered that desirable body types of normal weight and muscular physique were 


positively described while the undesirable overweight body were negatively described 


by all the four groups of women in her study.  


 


In the present study, the researcher also discovered numerous positive and 


negative lexical items in the slimming advertisements. Positive adjectives are employed 


to depict the slim body shapes while negative adjectives are utilized to highlight the fat 


body parts and paint them in a negative light. 


 


Pienaar (2006) points out that the young women in her study defined 


overweight, flabby and ageing body as unattractive. Moreover, unattractive women 


were negatively labeled using dysphemisms such as “swamp donkey” and “siff ass 


girl”. In the present study, the researcher also discovered negative labeling in the data 


which is employed to label women who have larger bodies.  


 


According to Coupland (2007), the advertising texts construct ageing as a 


problem for both men and women. However, he notes that the texts used markedly 


gendered strategies to describe the ageing for men and women. In the advertising texts, 


women as young as in their 20’s are advised to delay the signs of ageing whereas for 


men, ageing comes in at a later stage when he is in his 50’s. 
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2.10.2.2 Grammar 


In this section, studies that examined transitivity and modality in magazines 


and advertising texts will be discussed. Transitivity and modality are tools employed by 


Jeffries (2007) to analyze the linguistic data in magazines for women and girls. In the 


area of transitivity analysis, Jeffries (2007) points out that there is a lack of material 


action verbs in many of the texts. However, she notes that most of the intentional 


material action verbs in her data are in the imperative form. These imperative forms are 


mostly found in dieting, exercise and pregnancy advice texts to instruct readers on how 


to behave. 


 


Jeffries (2007) highlights that the slimming stories in her data, the protagonists 


are shown to be actively out of control in the early stages and portrayed as actively in 


control in the later stage after they passed through a “turning point”. According to her, 


material action verbs can also be found in the celebrity fitness article where women in 


the article are portrayed as not only successful but slim. Jeffries (2007) notes that one of 


the reasons that a high number of intensive verbs (the verb ‘be’) exists in the texts is 


because they are useful for definitions and explanations i.e. they have a pedagogical 


role. 


 


Jeffries (2007) asserts that agentless passive is used to put body parts in 


subject position in order to foreground the process which is performed to them without 


identifying the agent e.g. “a tummy tuck can be carried out”, “so much fat has been 


removed”, “stretch marks may be cut out”. She summarizes that the analysis of 


transitivity processes in the texts demonstrates that women are portrayed as not having 


agency in relation to their bodies, except when they eat too much or when they enrolled 


themselves into a regime that can transform them into slimmer person. 
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In the analysis of modality, Jeffries (2007) points out that epistemic modality 


which has low levels of certainty is found in texts that are more pedagogical. She notes 


that writers in the magazines use epistemic modality to hedge so that they are free to 


deliver information without being seen as overstating their case. Jeffries (2007) 


highlights that quotations from “experts” such as plastic surgeons often employed 


weaker epistemic modality such as may and could to distance themselves from what 


they deem as bad practices. She argues that deontic modality is widely used in teenage 


magazines as this type of modality will not surprise the readers. This is because young 


girls are used to adults telling them what should and should not be done. Deontic 


modality according to Jeffries (2007) asserts the right of the writer to inform readers 


what must be done to achieve a certain result. She notes that the advice is usually 


accompanied by the quotation of an expert which is often embedded into the text via 


free direct speech.  


 


Jeffries asserts that the use of modality in female magazine texts is “to create 


and sustain the authority of the writer in informing the reader and telling her what she 


should do” (Jeffries 2007:193). 


 


Chan (1999) who carried out discourse analysis on 20 pieces of selected 


magazine advertisements examines how modality is employed in the language of 


advertising. She focuses on the distribution pattern of the various types of grammatical 


markers and modality. The advertisements range from beauty products to mobile and 


health products. Her analysis (1999) demonstrates that modifiers and adjectival 


expressions dominate the grammatical markers of modality in the language of 


advertising. She explains that the high frequency of modality in advertising texts is 


because advertisements aim to sell products. In her analysis, the modal auxiliaries “can” 
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and “can’t” occur as epistemic modality. She notes that the modal “will” which occurs 


quite frequently in the advertising texts functions as epistemic modality of 


predictability. She points out that by using the modal “will” the advertisers are 


predicting the performance of the product and express the writer’s confidence and 


certainty in the truth of the proposition. 


 


Chan’s (1999) data analysis demonstrates that the modal “may, must, might, 


could, would” are the least frequently used in her data because they are weaker forms of 


modality. She further states that deontic modality is not frequently used in advertising 


texts because advertisers want to be polite to their potential customers in order to 


maintain a friendly relationship with them. 
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2.10.2.3 Intertextual Analysis 


Besides lexical and grammar analysis, advertisements on beauty products are 


also examined at the intertextual level. Rahm (2006) explores the function of 


interdiscursivity in advertising genres by examining text types, genres and styles with 


special attention given to hybridization. By employing intertextual analysis, the author 


attempts to elucidate how manifest intertextuality and interdiscursivity with other 


genres and discourses achieve the semiosis of layout, text patterns, genres and styles. 


Kress and van Leeuwen’s (1996 in Rahm, 2006) framework is employed to analyze the 


interplay between pictures and texts in the advertisements. 


 


The strength of this study lies in its triangulation framework where the data is 


analyzed in both aspects: texts and pictures. The pictures in the advertisement are 


analyzed using Kress and Van Leeuwen’s (1996 in Rahm, 2006) framework. However, 


Rahm did not perform lexical analysis on his data. The present researcher did not 


choose intertextual analysis to analyze her data due to the nature of slimming 


advertisement text that are quite brief. Therefore, focusing on lexical analysis will be 


more fruitful as it will clearly demonstrate how the ideal body image is being 


constructed by the local print advertisements. 


 


Zuraidah and Knowles (2009) conducted an intertextual analysis to bring to 


light the strategies employed by skincare advertisements in women’s magazines to 


market their products. Their study attempts to examine “how these advertisements 


contribute to the commodification of youthful facial skin” (Zuraidah and Knowles 


2009: 3). They attempt to demonstrate how contemporary advertisements play a part in 


moulding and influencing women on the ideal facial appearance. This study investigates 
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the discursive practice in the advertising texts in Female magazine in relation to the 


spread of consumer culture across the contemporary Malaysian society. 


 


Zuraidah and Knowles (2009) argue that due to the fear of ageing in the 


female culture in our society, the beauty industry takes advantage of this insecurity as 


the key marketing strategy to promote their anti-ageing products and cosmetic surgery. 


They assert that the discourse of the body in women’s magazines equates ageing with 


ugliness. According to them, ugliness is painted as a disease that the beauty industry 


holds the cure. They point out that normal bodily changes such as wrinkles, fine lines 


and loss of skin elasticity are described as ‘problems’ by the advertisements of which 


women are empowered to accept the ‘problems’ or solve the ‘problem’ by using the 


prescribed products.  


 


One of the texts analyzed by Zuraidah and Knowles (2009) was the La Mer 


promotional text. They point out that the text demonstrates high commitment to truth. 


This is because present tense was employed throughout the text to describe the 


properties of the product. Besides that, they also highlight that the text is also a new 


hybrid of promotional text as it contains the characteristics of a magazine article, an 


interview and an instructional genre. According to Zuraidah and Knowles (2009), the 


La Mer text also contains other discourses such as scientific discourse, narrative genre 


and corporate advertising discourse that resulted in the blurring of boundaries of 


contemporary popular discourse.   
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2.11 The Relationship Between The Present Study And Previous Works 


Jaya Ranee (2002) categorized the lexical items obtained from the 


advertisements as neutral collocations, positive collocations, negative collocations, 


nouns, adjectives and verbs. Her categories of positive and negative collocates are 


useful reference for the present researcher as the guiding principle to categorize words 


into positive and negative lexical items. 


 


The present researcher also refers to Zuraidah Mohd Don’s (2003) study on 


beauty products advertisements to gain some insights on what are the linguistics 


strategies employed by the advertisers to describe the female body parts. The present 


study draws on the negative and positive presentation of the female form from 


Zuraidah’s (2003) study to analyze the slimming advertisements in the print media. 


Zuraidah (2003) points out that the strategy of negative lexicalization was employed to 


expose the flaws in the female body parts while positive lexicalization was used to 


glorify the condition of the female body after using the products. The device of positive 


and negative lexicalization in Zuraidah’s (2003) study is also present in the data of the 


present study.  


 


Jeffries’s (2007) research proves to be another useful reference for the present 


researcher especially in the area of positive and negative adjectives. Jeffries (2007) 


examines the adjectives and adverbs in terms of the level of intensity, compound 


adjectives and superlatives employed by the advertisers. She highlights that majority of 


the adjectives can be classified as hyponyms of either good or bad. The categories of 


positive and negative adjectives in Jeffries (2007) study provide valuable guide for the 


present researcher to examine her data in the similar light. 
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Jeffries’s (2007) analysis also demonstrates that the advertisers employed the 


strategy of ‘contrast’ such as normal versus abnormal and good versus bad to construct 


the ideal and non-ideal female body image. The present researcher also examined her 


data in similar light and discovered that similar linguistics strategies were being used in 


the slimming advertisements in Malaysia.  


 


Apart from linguistics strategies, the present researcher also gained better 


understanding on the ideology of the perfect female body and the naturalization of the 


ideal female body by referring to the work by Jeffries (2007).  


 


2.12 Conclusion 


The various studies that have been reviewed draw our attention to several 


important points pertaining to the construction of women’s ideal body image in 


advertising. Firstly, most of the studies (Jeffries, 2007; Ng, 2005; Albani, 2005; Jaya 


Ranee, 2002; Christner, 2008; Grogan, 1999; Brown, 2006) demonstrate that 


advertising always portrays the female ideal body image as slim and young, even after 


going through the process of pregnancy. The ideology of the ‘perfect and unchanging 


body’ (Jeffries, 2007) is quite obvious in the print advertisements and most studies 


(Jeffries, 2007; Ng, 2005; Albani, 2005; Jaya Ranee, 2002) point out to the dominant 


patriarchal beauty standards (i.e. male expectations) in the society as the source of such 


ideology. The studies also highlight that the ideology of the slim ideal has become a 


naturalized ideology to the extent that women consider it as absolute truth rather than a 


construct.  


 


Secondly, studies that focused on lexical analysis (Jeffries, 2007; Zuraidah 


Mohd Don, 2003; Jaya Ranee, 2002) reveal that print advertisements capitalized on the 
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use of carefully chosen positive adjectives and adverbs to paint the slim body in a 


positive light. Women with slim bodies are deemed to possess self-confidence, success 


and happiness. On the other hand, the fat body is depicted negatively in the promotional 


texts with the use of negative adjectives and adverbs to magnify the ‘flaw’. The fat body 


is often described as a problem that has to be corrected or transformed in order to meet 


the highly acclaimed slim ideal. Similarly, in the present study, the author also 


discovered many print advertisements that employed positive and negative adjectives 


and adverbs to imbue the ideology of the slim ideal among the Malaysian women. 


Indeed, advertisements contained ideologically-laden messages as emphasized by 


Jeffries (2007). Another point to note from the literature is that women who have 


successfully slimmed down to the ideal figure are often described as free from all 


problems in their lives though in reality, this may not be the case. 


 


As pointed out by Albani (2005), the contemporary popular culture has the 


tendency to eliminate diversity. As a result, women of colour are being judged 


according to the ‘white’ ideal. Likewise, the present study also reveals that print 


advertisements in Malaysia construct the female ideal body image very closely to the 


standards set by the contemporary popular culture thus eliminating diversity. 


 


From the literature review, it is gathered that majority of the studies obtained 


their data from women’s magazines (Jeffries, 2007; Jaya Ranee, 2002; Brown, 2006; 


Fay & Price, 1994; Albani, 2005; Ng, 2005; Christner, 2008; Kwan, 2004; Zuraidah  


Mohd Don, 2003) while two other studies (Gallagher and Hébert, 2007; de Felippe 


Bohlke, 2008) obtained their data from television advertising or programmes.  
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At present, studies that focused on women’s body image employing CDA 


framework is still lacking. Studies on the visual images of female body are evidently 


more than studies that examined the lexical choices in the texts. Apart from Jeffries’ 


(2007) and Zuraidah’s (2003) studies, most studies do not put much emphasis on lexical 


analysis in the promotional texts. 


 


Moreover, previous studies tend to focus on media effects (Fay & Price, 1994; 


Mooney et. al., 2004; Mapgaonkar, 2005) rather than how the media construct the ideal 


body image. Therefore, the literature substantiates the need for this present study that 


will examine how the ideal body image for women are being linguistically constructed 


by slimming advertisements published in the local English newspapers. Therefore, it is 


hoped that the present study will be able to contribute to a better understanding on the 


role of advertising in the construction of women’s body image. 


 





		LITERATURE REVIEW
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CHAPTER 3 


METHODOLOGY 


3.1 Introduction 


This chapter will focus on the theoretical framework, the data, the data 


collection method and the tools of analysis that will be employed in this research. 


 


3.2 Theoretical Framework 


The theoretical framework that will be employed in this study is based on 


Norman Fairclough’s CDA framework (refer to Chapter 2 for a more detailed 


description). This framework was first coined to investigate the relationship between the 


use of language and the assertion of power (Fairclough, 2001). Fairclough later used it 


as a tool to analyze media texts. 


 


Fairclough’s theoretical framework is a three dimensional framework that 


enables analysts to examine the relationships between three facets of a particular 


communication event. Fairclough’s three dimensional framework views discourse and 


any particular instance of discursive practice as (i) a written or spoken language text, (ii) 


discourse practice that involves the production and interpretation of text, and (iii) 


sociocultural practice surrounding the text (Fairclough 1995a: 96-97).  


 


This method of discourse analysis integrates “linguistic description of the 


language text, interpretation of the relationship between the (productive and 


interpretative) discursive processes and the text, and explanation of the relationship 


between the discursive processes and the social processes.” (Fairclough 1995a: 97) 
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Figure 3.1 below is an illustration of the three dimensional framework of CDA. 


(Fairclough 1995a: 98)  


 


Figure 3.1 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


 


 


In this study, textual analysis will be used to analyze the selected promotional 


texts in order to explicate how the ideal and non-ideal body image of women are 


represented. The data for this study is obtained from the local English newspapers (i.e. 


the Star and the Sun) between October 2005 and February 2007. The details of the data 


analysis will be presented in Chapter 4. 
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examine how the texts draw upon the linguistic elements (i.e. lexical choices) to 


construct the non-ideal and the ideal body image for women in the print advertisements. 


 


3.3 Data Description 


3.3.1 Choice of Data  


The sample chosen as the data for this research comprises of a corpus of print 


advertisements published in the local English newspapers i.e.: The Star and the Sun. The 


Star was first published in 9 September 1971 while the Sun was first published in 1993. 


Both are daily newspapers that carry local and world news that range from politics, 


economics and entertainment. The readers of the Star and the Sun newspapers are 


working class people who are affluent and literate. The Star has a daily readership of 


1,031,000 (Nielsen Media Research Q4 2007 Jan 2007 - Dec 2007) and has a daily 


circulation of 302,658 (Audit Bureau of Circulations Malaysia, 1 July 2007 to 31 


December 2007). The Sun on the other hand has a daily readership of 330,000 (Nelson 


Media Research Q4 Jan 2007 – Dec 2007) and a daily circulation of 256,486 (Audit 


Bureau of Circulations Malaysia, 1 July 2007 to 31 December 2007). 


 


The sample data was collected from the Star and the Sun newspapers between 


October 2005 and February 2007. A total of 132 print advertisements that feature the 


products and services offered by slimming centers in Malaysia were collected. The 


study will focus on 70 advertisements from the collection. (see Appendix 1-20 for some 


of the advertisements analyzed in this study) 
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3.3.2 Selection of Data  


The Star and the Sun newspapers are selected as the primary data because 


majority of the print advertisements that feature the products and services offered by 


slimming centers were derived from these publications. The size of the advertisement is 


not important. The researcher opines that the samples are sufficient because the samples 


will be examined by using an in-depth and detailed textual analysis method. The hand-


picked sampling method is used because such advertisements are not featured in the 


local newspapers on a daily basis. The researcher observed that these types of 


advertisements are seasonal. They are widely featured before, during and after the local 


festive seasons i.e. Hari Raya Aidilfitri (a festival celebrated by the Muslim 


community), Chinese New Year, Deepavali (a festival celebrated by the Hindu 


community), Christmas and Valentine’s Day.  


 


During the initial search for the data, advertisements ranging from local English 


dailies (i.e. the Star, the Sun, the New Straits Times) to local magazines (i.e. Female, 


Her World, Cleo) to promotional brochures and leaflets were collected. However, at the 


end of the search, the advertisements compiled from the Star and the Sun newspapers 


were chosen as the collection for this data was most complete as compared to the rest.  


 


3.3.3 Data Collection  


The data for this study were gathered through manual search by flipping through 


recent and backdated issues of newspapers, magazines and brochures. Each time a 


relevant advertisement was identified, the original copy will be extracted. The search 


was carried out mainly at home and also in the office during lunch breaks. 
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The next phase of data collection was the identification and indexing of data. 


The data was categorized according to the various advertisers. This is to facilitate the 


identification of duplicate advertisements. If an advertisement is found to be duplicated, 


it will be removed from the file. The data were labeled according to the name of the 


advertiser. For example, if the advertisement is from Marie France Bodyline, it will be 


labeled using abbreviated code in a running sequence e.g. MF1, MF2, MF3 and so on. 


The sequence is independent and it does not follow the date of the advertisements. The 


labeling is to facilitate reference and retrieval of data. After all the advertisements were 


labeled, a photocopy will be made. The original advertisements were kept aside as 


control copies in case the duplicate copies are misplaced. 


 


3.3.4 Data Presentation  


The data extracts in this study are obtained from the Star and the Sun 


newspapers. The data is presented without any alterations made to the text. 


 


In the first section of Chapter 4, the data will be presented in the form of tables 


to show the frequency counts of words according to the various categories. The 


quantitative analysis is to give an overview to the readers on the frequency of some 


lexical items that will be analyzed in the following section of Chapter 4. The 


quantitative data will be presented in tables and labeled as Table 1, Table 2, Table 3 and 


so forth. The lexical items will be ranked according to its categories. The lexical items 


with the highest count in the particular category will be ranked as 1, 2, 3 and so forth. 


The various categories that will be displayed in the tables are: 


(i) Body Parts that are given Special Focus 
(ii) Negative Words that Describe the Body 
(iii) Positive Words that Describe the Body 
(iv) Words with Positive Association 
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The next section of Chapter 4 will be focusing on descriptive analysis. In this 


section, the data will be presented in the form of paragraphs labeled as Extract 1, 


Extract 2, Extract 3 and so forth. The extracts will be made up of paragraphs from 


different advertisements as well as a list of words and phrases compiled from various 


advertisements. The paragraphs extracted from different advertisements will be 


indicated with its abbreviated codes followed by the source and date of publication. For 


example, a paragraph extracted from Marie France Bodyline will be indicated as “(MF8 


The Star 26 June 2006)”. After displaying several paragraphs obtained from the various 


advertisements, a list of lexical items in the form of individual words or phrases will be 


displayed under the subheading “List of Examples”. The examples of lexical items 


under this subheading will be a compilation from various advertisements from the data. 


It is vital for the researcher to present the data in this manner in order to display the 


various types of lexical items that are featured in the print advertisements and to 


facilitate the discussion. 


 


In the discussion paragraphs, words and phrases obtained from the sample 


extracts will be italicized or framed with single quotation marks (‘  ’) to indicate that 


they are the exact words taken from the extracts. 


 


3.4 Analytical Systems and Categories 


The data will be analyzed according to Fairclough’s three dimensional 


framework. The researcher will be using textual analysis to analyze the data in this 


study. The analytical systems and categories that will be employed in Chapter 4 will be 


discussed in the following subsection. 
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3.4.1 Textual Analysis 


3.4.1.1 The Construction of the Ideal Body Image for Women 


The tools to analyze the construction of the ideal body image of women in the 


print advertisements will be lexical choices. The intensity of the lexical items will also 


be analyzed to demonstrate how the claims by the advertisers can be further 


authenticated. The lexical items selected for the analysis includes adjectives, adverbs, 


verbs and nouns. In the lexical analysis, the researcher also looks at how the choice of 


words used in the data contribute to the ideological construction of women’s ideal body 


image. The study will examine how lexical choices play a vital role in shaping the social 


reality in the Malaysian society. 


 


The lexical items will be analyzed according to categories such as negative 


lexicalization, negative labeling, positive lexicalization and positive association. 


Positive lexicalization enables the researcher to demonstrate how the advertisers employ 


words with positive connotations to construct the ideal body image for women. On the 


other hand, the construction of the non-ideal body image will also be revealed by 


examining the negative lexicalization and negative labeling that are employed by the 


promotional texts. 


 


Under the subheading of ‘positive association’, the lexical items will be 


analyzed in relation to the various qualities and values that the advertisers associate the 


ideal body image with. It is through the analysis of ‘positive association’ that the 


researcher reveals how promotional texts capitalized on the positive values to inject 


their ideology regarding the ideal body image for women in Malaysia. 
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3.4.2 Relationship between Social Practice and the Construction of an Ideal 
Woman’s Body Image 


 
The relationship between the social practice and the construction of an ideal 


woman’s body image will be revealed by examining the ideological work of the 


advertisement and the social practice of the Malaysian society.  


 


The study will also examine how ideology from a patriarchal society becomes 


“naturalized” or common sense through the choice of words used to describe how an 


ideal woman should look like. The study will examine how words with ideological 


meaning contribute towards the production and maintenance of a particular ideology in 


this society. 


 


By looking at discourse as a social practice, the researcher will examine how 


discourse constitutes the social practice of the Malaysian society and also how the social 


practice in this particular society contributes to the construction of reality i.e. the ideal 


body image for women. The researcher will explicate the connection between the text, 


the discursive practice and attempt to provide explanation to the research questions that 


are being identified in Chapter 1. 
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CHAPTER 4 


ANALYSIS 


4.1 Introduction 


In this chapter, the data will be analyzed using Fairclough’s three 


dimensional framework. Textual analysis will be carried out to examine the content 


words, including nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs, that are used to describe the 


female body in print advertisements. By examining the writers’ lexical choices the 


researcher will be able to determine what exactly constitute the non-ideal and the ideal 


body image for women in Malaysia and the values or qualities that are associated with 


the ideal body image. Before carrying out the textual analysis, a frequency count has 


also been performed to identify what are the words that are frequently used in the 


promotional texts.  


 


The analysis in this chapter will be based on the previous work by Zuraidah 


Mohd Don (2003) who has conducted a study on the biasness of beauty standards on 


men and women using Critical Discourse Analysis framework. The aim of her study is 


to examine the role of discourse in propagating the attitudes and ideologies regarding 


feminine beauty myth which resulted in its acceptance as the truth instead of merely a 


construct. The data for her study was extracted from various beauty product 


advertisements.  


 


Like the study conducted by Zuraidah Mohd Don (2003), this present study 


will focus on lexical choices and the intensity of the words employed in the promotional 


texts. For example, the adjective ‘beautiful’ can exist in various degree of intensity such 


as ‘beautiful’, ‘very beautiful’, ‘so beautiful’, ‘absolutely beautiful’ and so on.  In this 
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analysis, the researcher will also take into account the role they play in legitimizing the 


claims made by the advertisers.  


 


In this analysis, the words will be examined to determine whether they are 


positively or negatively lexicalized. Positive lexicalization reflects that something is 


desirable while negative lexicalization shows that something is not desirable. The 


strategy of negative lexicalization, according to Zuraidah (2003), is employed by the 


promotional texts to draw attention to the flaws in the female body and face. By looking 


at positive and negative lexicalization in this present study, the researcher will be able to 


uncover the various ideological meanings that contribute to the construction of the ideal 


body image for women that shape the social reality in the Malaysian society.  


 


In this chapter, the researcher will also discuss on how the Patriarchal 


society in Malaysia influence the discursive practice of advertising and text 


consumption.  
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4.2 Frequency Count of Negative and Positive Words 


A data frequency count was performed on 132 print advertisements. The data 


were also categorized according to the following categories: 


(a) Body Parts that are given Special Focus 


(b) Negative words that describe the body 


(c) Positive words that describe the body 


(d) Words with Positive Association 


 


4.2.1 Body Parts That Are Given Special Focus 


The following table displays words naming the body parts that are 


mentioned in the print advertisements. From the frequency count, the body parts that are 


given prominence are “thighs” (38 counts), “waist” (30 counts), “hips” (27 counts), 


“arms” (25 counts) and “tummy” (20 counts). 


 


Table 1 


Lexical Items  Count(s) Rank 
Thighs 38 1 
Waist / waistline 30 2 
Hips 27 3 
Arms 25 4 
Tummy 20 5 
Calves 8 6 
Midriff 7 7 
Buttocks 4 8 
Legs 3 9 
Abdomen 3 9 
Lower body 2 10 
 


4.2.2 Negative Words That Describe The Body 


The following are negative words used by the print advertisements to 


describe the conditions of the non-ideal body shape. As one would expect, negative 


lexicalization is more predominant than positive lexicalization. This may be due to the 


fact that promotional discourse tends to place extra emphasis on the negative body 
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condition in order to draw the attention of the readers to the imperfections of the non-


ideal body shape. 


Table 2 


Lexical Items Count(s) Rank 
Fat, Fats 104 1 
Cellulite 35 2 
Fatty acids 21 3 
Flabby 15 4 
Fat cells 11 5 
Overweight 11 5 
Post-natal flabs 11 5 
Bulges 11 5 
Stubborn 10 6 
Excess 7 7 
Orange peel skin 6 8 
Loose 6 8 
Extra 6 8 
Excessive 5 9 
Saggy 4 10 
Slackened 4 10 
Unsightly 4 10 
Fat deposits 4 10 
Bulging 3 11 
Huge 3 11 
Too much 2 12 
Obesity 2 12 
Pear shaped 2 12 
Invisible 2 12 
Thick 2 12 
Sagging 2 12 
Unwanted 2 12 
Stretch marks 2 12 
Pot belly 1 13 
Ugly 1 13 
Dull-looking skin 1 13 
Big-framed 1 13 
Wide 1 13 
Large 1 13 
Fleshy 1 13 
Additional 1 13 
 


Table 2 shows the most frequent negative lexical items found in the data are 


“fat, fats”, which rank first with 104 counts. The word “cellulite” ranks second with 35 


counts, followed by “fatty acids” (21 counts), “flabby” (15 counts), “fat cells” (11 


counts), “overweight” (11 counts), “post-natal flabs” (11 counts), “bulges” (11 counts) 


and “stubborn” (10 counts). 
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The circumstances surrounding women with non-ideal body are also vividly 


depicted by words with negative connotations. Examples are shown below: 


Table 3 


Lexical Items Count(s) Rank 
Problem 52 1 
Challenge 9 2 
Problematic 7 3 
Worry, worries 5 4 
Down 3 5 
Shunned away 2 6 
Hide 2 6 
Dread 2 6 
Troubled 1 7 
Battling 1 7 
Difficulty 1 7 


 


The most common lexical items used by the print advertisements to describe 


the predicament faced by women with the non-ideal body image are “problem” (52 


counts), “challenge” (9 counts) and “problematic” (7 counts). 


 


4.2.3 Positive Words That Describe The Body 


The following are words that are used to describe the characteristics of the 


ideal body. 


Table 4 


Lexical Items Count(s) Rank 
Slim, slimmer 88 1 
Contoured 63 2 
Curve, curvier 29 3 
Right curve 14 4 
Elasticity 11 5 
Shapely, shapelier 10 6 
Firm, firmer 10 6 
Trim, trimmer 6 7 
Tighter 6 7 
Supple, suppleness 6 7 
Svelte 4 8 
Lighter 4 8 
Smooth 4 8 
Curvaceous 3 9 
Taut 3 9 
Sleek, sleeker 2 10 
Slender 2 10 
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As displayed in Table 4 the word count shows that the words “slim, 


slimmer” ranked number one with 88 counts followed by “contoured’ (63 counts), 


“curve, curvier” (29 counts) and “right curve” (14 counts) as the criteria that constitute 


the ideal body image. 


 


Similarly, the following are words that are used by the print advertisements 


to describe female body shapes that meet the prescribed requirement i.e. slim, contoured 


and firm. As shown in Table 5 the word with the highest frequency count is “great” (17 


counts) followed by “ideal” (15 counts), “desired” (15 counts), “perfect” (13 counts), 


“good” (13 counts) and “fabulous” (10 counts). 


Table 5 


Lexical Items Count(s) Rank 
Great 17 1 
Ideal 15 2 
Desired 15 2 
Perfect 13 3 
Good 13 3 
Fabulous 10 4 
Gorgeous 5 5 
Eye-catching 4 6 
Womanly 3 7 
Glamorous 3 7 
Stunning 3 7 
Charming 2 8 
Picture-perfect 1 9 
Alluring 1 9 
Appealing 1 9 
Elegance 1 9 
Attractive 1 9 
Graceful 1 9 
Terrific 1 9 
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4.2.4 Words With Positive Association 


From the analysis of 132 print advertisements, the following positive 


associations were derived. The print advertisements have drawn positive association 


between the ideal body image and the positive qualities that are listed in the following 


table:  


Table 6 


Lexical Items Theme Count(s) Rank 
Beauty, beautiful, pretty, prettier, gorgeous, attractive, 
stunning, glamorous Beauty 72 1 


Confident, confidence, confidently, self-confidence, self-
esteem, self-assured Confidence 65 2 


Health, healthy, healthily Health 62 3 
Success, successful, succeed Success 47 4 
Achievement, achieve, achieved, achieving Achievement 40 5 
Flaunt, flaunting, show off, unveil, reveal, envy, enviable Pride 32 6 
New, newfound New 29 7 
Dream Dream 21 8 
Desire, desired Desire 19 9 
Glad, happier, celebrate, celebrating, celebration Happiness 18 10 
Sexy, sexier, seductive Sexy 15 11 
Young, younger, youthful Youth 8 12 
Freedom, independence Freedom  4 13 
Hope Hope 3 14 


 


The ideal body image is associated with various themes such as “beauty” (72 


counts), “confidence” (65 counts), “health” (62 counts), “success” (47 counts), 


“achievement” (40 counts), “pride” (32 counts), “new”  (29 counts), “dream” (21 


counts), “desire” (19 counts), “happiness” (18 counts) and “sexy” (15 counts). 
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4.3 Words Used To Describe The Female Body 


In the following analysis, selected excerpts from the print advertisements 


will be examined in order to see the kind of words used by the writers for the purpose of 


promoting the product advertised. By analyzing the adjectives, adverbs, verbs and nouns 


in the data, this study will be able to reveal what constitutes the non-ideal and the ideal 


body image for women and the ideological meaning that they carry. 


 


4.3.1 Words that Describe the Non-Ideal Female Body 


Negative lexicalization and negative labeling are the two main strategies 


employed by the advertisers to construct the non-ideal female form. 


  


4.3.1.1 Negative Lexicalization and the Non-Idealized Body Image for Women  


Negative lexicalization is a strategy employed by the promotional texts to 


present an idea or notion in an unfavourable light. In the analysis of the promotional 


texts, the researcher managed to identify many instances where the advertisers utilized 


the strategy of negative lexicalization to bring to light the ‘flaws’ in a woman’s body 


that is considered as the non-ideal body shape. They also use negative lexicalization to 


construct certain qualities as unacceptable and undesirable. 


 


According to Grogan (1999), in the Western society the ideal body for 


women is slim. Therefore, those who do not conform to the slender ideal (i.e. 


overweight people) will be deemed as physically unattractive and being associated with 


many negative characteristics. She points out that within the Western ideology, being 


overweight is considered as violating the cultural ideal of self denial and self control. 


Therefore, such ideology resulted in prejudice against those who do not meet the 


requirement of the slender cultural ideal.  
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Extract 1 is obtained from the promotional texts.  


Extract 1 


Exclusively for women with overweight problems.  


(L7 The Star 11 February 2006) 


List of examples 


Overweight  


overweight women 


simply overweight  


 


In this extract the adjective “overweight” was chosen to describe women 


who do not belong to the slim category. The adjective overweight is negative because it 


denotes that a woman is in a state that is considered as ‘too heavy and fat’ because she 


exceeds the normal weight range. The phrase simply overweight which is made up of an 


adverb and an adjective is meant to intensify the word overweight. The word overweight 


is therefore being intensified to mean ‘simply too heavy and fat’. 


 


There are many words that can be used to describe a large woman in a 


positive way. Some of the words are well endowed, chubby and voluptuous. However, 


the promotional texts did not choose any of these words because their intention is to 


highlight that a woman who is large does not fall under the ‘ideal body’ category. Jaya 


Ranee (2002) in her study on “Stereotypes in the Language of Beauty Products 


Advertisement” asserts that negative connotative adjectives are used by the advertisers 


to make the potential customer aware of the ‘problem’ that a woman may be facing so 


that she would want to take remedial action to rectify the ‘problem’. She points out that 


these adjectives refer to a particular condition of the body that is perceived as 


undesirable and they function to create discontentment among the potential customers.  
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Another group of adjectives that are negatively lexicalized is shown in 


Extract 2.  


Extract 2 


Managing your weight can be one of the most difficult tasks when 


trying to lose those extra pounds.  


(L6 The Star 8 Feb 2006) 


 


Your attempts at weight loss could be the reason why you’re gaining 


weight. Sound ironic? Not at all. Giving in to notions that skipping 


meals can help you lose the excessive weight fast can backfire on you.  


(L5 The Star 8 June 2006) 


 


Micro-massage mobilizes the fat cells for increase oxygenation to 


reduce excess fat and detoxification. 


(SS3 The Star 4 May 2006) 


 


Some of us have too much weight, some too much fat at the wrong 


places… or it could be cellulite and stretchmarks …or probably flabby 


muscle tone.  


(E12 The Star 3 Dec 2006) 


 


List of examples 


Adjectives 


Extra inches, Extra pounds 


Excess fat, Excess weight  


Excessive fats  


Additional weight  


 


Adverbs 


Too much weight, Too much fat 


 


The adjectives extra, excess, excessive and additional are used in phrases 


such as extra inches, extra pounds, excess fat, excess weight, excessive fats and 


additional weight. The adjectives extra, excess, excessive and additional convey the 


message that the body measurements, body weight, body fats is more than what is 


necessary or more than the acceptable standard or the norm. Similarly, the adverb too 


much is found in phrases such as too much weight and too much fat. The adverb too 
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much is used to describe the fat and weight in a woman’s body that is more than the 


reasonable quantity or beyond the required value.  Therefore, the promotional texts 


convey the message that when a woman has extra weight or excess fat in her body, her 


body is not in the ideal or perfect state. 


 


The following adjectives shown in Extract 3 are derived from the 


promotional texts.  


Extract 3 


Cenosis’ team of slimming specialist can deliver the maximum & 


excellent slimming results! “Thick waist, flabby arms, huge thighs are 


gone in just 90 days!” Eka Chan  


(C7 The Star 15 May 2006) 


 


With Marie France Bodyline’s Proven Spot Reduction Programme, 


you can now tackle a pear-shaped figure the fast and easy way.  


(MF10 The Star 7 June 2006) 


 


List of examples 


Wide hips  


Huge thighs  


Large  


Big-framed 


Thick waist 


Fleshy thighs  


Bulging tummy 


Invisible waistline 


Pear-shaped  


 


The adjectives are specially chosen to describe the size and appearance of 


the various body parts of a woman. The negatively lexicalized adjectives are carefully 


chosen by the advertisers in order to magnify the flaws in a woman’s body. The 


adjective wide is normally used to describe the size of a geographical area such as a 


street or a river. However, in this case it is used to describe the women’s body parts i.e. 


wide hips to emphasize that they are very big in size. Similarly, huge, large and big are 
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used to describe the different body parts of a woman such as huge thighs, large and big-


framed.  Thick is usually used to describe an object such as a wall. However, in the 


example extracted from the promotional text, thick is used to describe a thick waist in 


order to amplify the measurement of the waist that is larger than the ideal size. 


Likewise, fleshy, bulging and invisible are being chosen by the promotional text to 


describe the various body parts of a woman such as the thighs, tummy and waistline to 


emphasize that they are in a non-ideal state. Pear-shaped is another adjective used by 


the advertiser to describe a woman who is larger around her waist and hips than around 


the top part of her body. The adjective pear-shaped is considered as a negative lexis 


because it is the opposite of the description of an ideal body shape i.e. the hour-glass 


shape. Therefore, by using negatively lexicalized adjectives, the print advertisements 


have the power to construct and highlight the non-ideal body image for women in 


Malaysia.  


 


Extract 4 contains a group of adjectives used by the promotional texts to 


illustrate the body conditions of women who are deemed to be in the non-ideal state.  


Extract 4 


Intensive Firming 


Target loose, slackened skin by firming muscle from deep within, 


giving an overall taut appearance.  


(MF8 The Star 26 June 2006)  


List of examples 


Adjectives 


Loose 


Loose, flabby skin 


Flabby arms, Flabby thighs, Flabby muscle, Flabby muscle tone 


Flabby skin, Flabby areas 


Saggy skin, Saggy areas 


 


Verbs 


Slackened area  


Sagging skin  
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The negatively lexicalized adjectives such as loose, flabby and saggy are 


employed to depict a woman’s non-ideal body conditions that range from loose, flabby 


skin, flabby arms, flabby thighs, flabby muscle, flabby muscle tone, flabby areas, saggy 


skin to saggy areas. These adjectives are used to emphasize that the various body parts 


have lost its firmness or tightness and therefore is not in its ideal state. Similarly, the 


verbs slackened and sagging are also negatively lexicalized to describe the body parts 


that are not firm or tight i.e. slackened area and sagging skin to reflect the non-ideal 


state of the various body parts. 


 


In Extract 5 below, body parts that contained more fat deposits are described 


using the adverb unsightly while body fats is described using the adjective ugly.  


 


Extract 5 


Ever since her wedding day, Earrin’s weight had been on the increase 


due to her unhealthy eating habit. The greasy food she loved before 


bedtime resulted in unsightly flabby arms, wide hips and huge thighs.  


(MF20 The Star 15 Jan 2007) 


 


“I have enjoyed my experience with Bizzy Body. They have taught me 


how to look really fabulous and got rid of all the stubborn and ugly 


fats…”  


(BB1 the Star 20 June 2006) 


 


List of examples 


Adverbs Adjective Adverb + Adjective 


Unsightly flab  Ugly fats Unsightly flabby arms 


Unsightly bulges   


 


Unsightly and ugly are words that are negatively lexicalized because they 


carry the meaning that something is unattractive, not pleasing to the eyes or unpleasant 


to look at. In this case, the promotional texts are emphasizing that flab and bulges in a 


woman’s body is unpleasant to look at. The phrase unsightly flabby arms is made up of 


‘1 adverb + 1 adjective’. The adjective flabby is further intensified by the adverb 
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unsightly to describe the degree of ugliness of the fat arms. The use of negative 


lexicalization with high intensity signifies the ideology of the promotional text that ‘fat’ 


is something that does not have any aesthetic value.  


 


The following extract (Extract 6) is another example where the promotional 


text employs negatively lexicalized adjectives such as stubborn and unwanted to 


describe various body parts with the accumulation of fats i.e. stubborn bulge, stubborn 


spots, stubborn fats, unwanted fat and unwanted inches. The adjective stubborn implies 


that the fats are difficult to eliminate while unwanted suggest that the fats are 


undesirable and not required. Therefore, from this analysis, the promotional texts bring 


to our attention that body fat is something that is bad and negative. 


 


Extract 6 


During each session, we’ll focus on problem areas like arms, tummy 


and thighs to ensure the stubborn fats are being broken down.  


(SS2 The Star 16 February 2006) 


 


With new R.F.Thermal Slim, you can be sure of losing unwanted 


inches effectively.  


(PW3 The Star 31 July 2006) 


 


List of examples 


Stubborn bulge  


Stubborn spots, Stubborn fats  


Unwanted fat, Unwanted inches 
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In the promotional text as shown in Extract 7, considerable attention has 


been given to post-natal weight issues faced by new mothers.  


Extract 7 


“I was thrilled when I had my baby daughter eight years ago – but not 


with my post-natal flab and orange peel skin. I felt awful.”  


(MF11 The Star 8 May 2006) 


 


With Marie France Bodyline, you can fight post-natal fats easily!  


(MF12 The Star 13 February 2006) 


 


List of examples 


Post-natal weight gain 


Post-natal weight problem 


Post natal flab 


Post-natal fats 


 


The adjective post-natal is being used to describe situation encountered by 


women who have just given birth such as post-natal weight gain, post-natal weight 


problem, post-natal flab and post-natal fats. In the promotional text, the voice of a 


mother was incorporated. The voice recalled her post-natal struggle as a new mother 


some eight years ago and described her experience using a negatively lexicalized 


adjective i.e. awful. By using this negative adjective, the promotional texts accentuate 


that post-natal weight gain is a dreadful experience. 


Extract 8 


With Esthetika, you can groom yourself towards your ideal figure and 


feel good without the bulges.  


(E6 The Star 26 June 2006) 


 


Combat festive bulges with our 1-week free Slimming Programme  


(E10 The Star 21 November 2006) 


 


So, shave off those ‘mommy bulges’ and reward yourself with the 


ultimate slimming experience like no other.  


(E7 The Star 6 September 2006) 
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Extract 8 (continued) 


Say goodbye to flab!                                   (MF8 the Star 26 June 2006) 


 


Pure fossil mud is applied to the skin to remove impurities and other 


waste products, ironing out the orange peel appearance of cellulite; 


leaving skin feeling smooth and taut.  


(MF14 The Star 13 November 2006) 


 


List of examples 


Flabs 


Bulges, mommy bulges 


Fat deposits 


cellulite 


Orange peel appearance of cellulite 


Stretch marks 


Pot belly  


Orange-peel skin  


Dull-looking skin 


 


In Extract 8 the advertisers use negatively lexicalized nouns such as flabs, 


bulges, mommy bulges, fat deposits, cellulite, stretch marks and pot belly to emphasize 


the imperfect conditions of the female body as a result of pregnancy. Note that the 


coined phrase mommy bulges is used to describe the post-natal fat deposit at the 


abdomen area experienced by most mothers. The noun mommy (i.e. an informal and 


affectionate use for calling one’s mother) which precedes the word bulges further 


intensifies the word bulges. It also draws the attention of the readers to associate 


bulging abdomen as an undesirable by-product after a woman becomes a mother. 


Similarly, the phrase pot belly also has the similar connotation as mommy bulges. The 


noun pot which precedes belly is used to describe the shape of the belly (i.e. abdomen) 


that looks like a pot i.e. round shaped. 
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Besides nouns, the texts also use adjectives such as orange peel skin and 


dull-looking skin to further accentuate the imperfect skin appearance of mothers. 


Naturally, a woman will gain some weight and experience some changes in her body 


after going through child birth. In order to market the slimming programmes, the 


advertisers suggest that a woman are expected to maintain her pre-pregnancy figure 


even after she has given birth. This ideology may appear unreasonable but it has 


become a popular belief among mothers of this generation. Many of the mothers today 


strive very hard to maintain the ideal body image.  


 


When specific body parts of a woman have more accumulation of fat cells, 


the text described the body parts as problem zones, problem areas and problematic 


areas as displayed in Extract 9.  


Extract 9 


Here at London Weight Management, our professional experts are 


trained to target your problem areas, giving you tips on how you can 


turn your flab into a fabulous body. 


 (L6 The Star 8 Feb 2006) 


 


To zoom in on those stubborn spots, advanced electro-waves and 


intensity levels are customized to help eliminate problem zones.  


(MF8 The Star 26 June 2006) 


 


1 Free full-body weight management session - Exclusively for women 


with overweight problems.  


(L1 The Star 23 December 2005) 


 


Need a solution to your weight problems?     (L3 The Star 8 May 2006) 


 


Introducing Mayfair’s Chilispot Focus Trimming Program. Targeting at 


specific problematic spots, it is an advanced program developed from 


Nano Technology that uses highly concentrated CLA gel to trim, slim 


and tone your body shape for the curve that is stunningly eye-catching. 


(MFR6 The Star 28 October 2005) 
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Extract 9 (continued) 


List of examples 


Adjectives Adjective + Adjective Noun 


Problem zones Specific problematic spots overall weight problem 


Problem areas  overweight problems 


Problematic areas  never-ending fat problem 


  Worry  


  weight worries 


 


Both the adjectives problem and problematic are negative words because 


they denote something that is difficult to deal with. The text also conveys higher 


intensity by using two adjectives consecutively i.e. specific problematic spots to 


highlight the seriousness of the problematic spots. Therefore, the promotional text 


capitalized on negative lexicalization to sell the ideology that body fats is something 


that is bad and negative.  


 


The word problem can also exist as a noun as in overall weight problem, 


overweight problems and never-ending fat problem. In the promotional text, being fat or 


overweight is equated with facing a problem that troubles women. Women who are on 


the heavier side are deemed to face weight problem. When used as a noun, the word 


problem denotes that something is not at its correct state and requires a solution. 


Without a doubt, the solution that is being promoted by the text is seeking professional 


help to achieve the ideal body shape. 


 


Worry or weight worries are negative nouns used to describe the state 


women are in when they do not have the ideal body shapes. When the promotional texts 


use the noun worry to describe the condition of women with the non-ideal body shapes, 


they are assuming that women who are on the heavier side of the scale are overwhelmed 


by anxiety and do not have peace of mind. This notion is also ideological. 
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Extract 10 


“I’ve been battling with my weight problems since adolescence, and it 


was a challenge for my modeling career and self-confidence.” Andrea 


Fonseka, Miss Malaysia/Universe 2004  


(MF22 The Star 18 January 2007) 


 


“I put on weight as easily as sponge and losing weight has been my 


biggest challenge.” Peggy Lai, Malaysian singer  


(T1 The Star 8 May 2006) 


 


“After the birth of my fourth child, my body kept piling on pounds and 


I had difficulty shedding them.” Faridah Binti Yang Razali, Age 43  


(MF12 The Star 13 February 2006) 


 


In Extract 10, we see the voices of two celebrities namely, Andrea Fonseka, 


who was crowned the Miss Malaysia/Universe 2004 and Peggy Lai, a Malaysian singer. 


Andrea described her experience by using the verb battling to signify that it was not 


easy to deal with her weight issue since adolescence. The verb battling indicates that 


she had to fight and struggle a lot with her weight issue. The noun challenge was being 


employed by both women to describe their experiences dealing with weight issues. 


Peggy Lai describes losing weight as her biggest challenge. The adjective biggest 


preceding the noun challenge creates a higher intensity for the noun, thus adding more 


force to the noun challenge. In this context, the word challenge is a negative lexis as it 


means trial or test that prevents both women from advancing in their respective careers. 


 


Another client of Marie France Bodyline by the name of Faridah recalled her 


struggle with her increasing body weight after the birth of her fourth child. She uses the 


noun difficulty to describe her attempt to reduce her body weight. In this extract, the 


advertiser incorporated the negative lexicalized noun difficulty to paint the picture that 


attempts by women to lose weight without their professional help is indeed a Herculean 


task. 
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The promotional texts (Extract 11) below capitalize on the adverb down to 


narrate how women felt when they have flabs, bulges and cellulite in their bodies.  


 


Extract 11 


Ladies, if flabs, bulges and cellulite are weighing you down, this is the 


month to act!  


(E1 The Star 24 May 2006) 


 


Unsightly flab getting you down? Turn to Marie France Bodyline.  


(MF2 The Star 22 May 2006) 


 


“Only Cenosis can help me to reduce the baby fats that troubled me for 


8 years, and provide me with long-lasting slimming results” Crystal 


Ong  


(C16 The Star 2 October 2006) 


 


The adverb down is often used to express the feelings of hopelessness and 


sadness. The verb troubled as appeared in the phrase ‘…the baby fats that troubled me 


for 8 years,…’  send the message to the readers that body fat can disturb the well being 


of a person if it is not dealt with appropriately. Both the notions are ideological because 


they described body fats as bad elements that can make a woman feel inadequate. 


 


Extract 12 consists of voices of women who recalled their past experience 


before they slimmed down to their ideal body shapes.  


Extract 12 


“I shunned away from people.”             (L9 The Sun 4 September 2006) 


 


“Fortunately for me, the weight management experts were able to 


resolve my weight problem. I don’t feel the need to hide anymore.”  


(L10 The Star 6 February 2007) 


 


“Like most women, I have always relied on clothes to hide my problem 


areas.” Fish Leong                            (C15 The Star 18 September 2006) 


 


“I don’t dread looking in the mirror or weighing myself anymore.”  


(BP2 The Star 9 August 2006) 
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The testimonies are obtained from the promotional texts examined. The 


verbs that these women used to describe their situation are negatively lexicalized such 


as ‘shunned away from people’, ‘hide my problem areas’ and ‘dread looking in the 


mirror’. These verbs reflect their feeling of insecurity and lack of self-confidence during 


the time when they do not possess the ideal body shapes. By inserting these voices in 


the promotional texts, the advertisers are sending the message to the readers and 


potential customers that if they do not have the ideal body image, they will be 


inadequate and find it difficult to face the world. 


 


4.3.1.2 Negative Labeling  


According to Cash (1990 in Grogan, 1999), people who do not belong to the 


slender category are being prejudiced throughout their lives beginning from childhood. 


According to him, children avoid playing with their overweight peers and described 


overweight people with negative adjectives. He stresses that this prejudice remains until 


adulthood when overweight people are often considered as less intelligent, less 


successful and less popular than slim people. 


 


In this study, negative lexicalization can be identified from the nouns that are 


used to depict women who have bigger body size. In the following excerpt taken from 


London Weight Management’s promotional text (Extract 13), the client of the slimming 


centre shared her past experience when she was fat. The client recalled her experience 


when she was given nicknames such as water buffalo and big truck when she weighed 


112.5kg.  Water buffalo is a large animal that can be found in the paddy fields in the 


tropical countries while a truck is a heavy duty vehicle that is used for transporting 


goods. In the phrase big truck, note that the adjective big precedes the noun truck, 
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therefore, the adjective acts to intensify the noun truck thus making the negative 


labeling more obvious. 


Extract 13  


“I couldn’t do anything about my ballooning weight. I shunned away 


from people. My nicknames were ‘water buffalo’ and ‘big truck’…”  


(L9 The Sun 4 September 2006) 


 


In another excerpt by the same slimming centre (Extract 14), the client 


described herself as looking like a King Kong, a large ape-like character in a movie 


produced in Hollywood. The reason that this woman labeled herself as King Kong is 


because she had gained weight continuously after giving birth to a child. Being large 


has become a social stigma in the Malaysian society to the extent that women labeled 


themselves negatively. The voice in this example mentioned that she ‘practically looked 


like King Kong!’. The adverb practically which is used before the noun King Kong adds 


intensity to the noun thus creating greater impact for the negative labeling.  


 


Extract 14  


“After giving birth, I knew that my weight had gone beyond control. I 


had to wear large-size clothing. I practically looked like King Kong! 


…”  


(L10 The Star 6 February 2007) 


 


Jamie Ang, a client of Terimee Beauty Slimming Academy (Extract 15) 


recalled her past experience when she was nicknamed as a tanker during the time when 


she was large. She explains that after becoming slim, no one calls her a tanker anymore.  


 


Extract 15  


“I participated in various slimming programmes before but the results 


were just unsatisfactory. Now that I’ve chosen Terimee, no one calls 


me a tanker anymore.” Jamie Ang  


(T5 The Star 19 December 2005) 
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Water buffalo and King Kong are both large creatures. Likewise, big truck 


and tanker share a similar characteristic of being a huge vehicle. As seen from the 


examples in the various excerpts from the promotional texts, negative lexicalization was 


employed by the society to label women who do not conform to the idealized body 


image as large creatures or objects. The negative labeling is indeed degrading women 


who are physically large. The labeling can also create emotional distress to the affected 


women and damage their self confidence. 


 


The next example of negative labeling is obtained from the print 


advertisement published by Mayfair Bodyline during Mother’s Day. As seen in Extract 


16, the promotional text employs the noun Auntie Fatty to label a woman who is fat. 


Auntie is the colloquial or informal use by the Malaysian society to address a woman 


who is more senior that the speaker. Auntie can be equated to madam. Auntie Fatty is a 


negative labeling because firstly, calling someone as Fatty is considered impolite and 


socially unacceptable. Secondly, by calling a woman Auntie Fatty just because she is 


physically bigger is even more unacceptable because it is not respectful.    


 


Extract 16 


Being a mother is great, but that doesn’t mean you have to sacrifice 


your beauty and self-confidence. Surely you don’t want to be called 


“Auntie Fatty” 


(MFR1 The Star 22 May 2006) 
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4.3.2 Words that Describe the Ideal Female Body  


The analysis demonstrates that the advertisers rely heavily on positive 


lexicalization to construct the ideal female form. Besides using positive lexicalization, 


the promotional texts also used positive association to attach certain qualities and values 


to the ideal female form. 


 


4.3.2.1 Positive Lexicalization and the Idealized Body Image for Women 


Lexicalization plays an important role in the construction of the ideal body 


image for women. Positive lexicalization draws the attention of the readers to the 


positive aspects of whatever that is being described.  


 


The analysis of the data reveals that the ideal body image for women 


constructed by the print advertisement is that of a slim body. By examining the extract 


below, we will be able to see how the ideal female form is represented through the 


adjectives chosen in the promotional texts. 


 


Extract 17 


Dream Body Sculpting Programme has been developed by our 


slimming experts to give you what you’ve always wanted. A slim, 


slender and sexier body you can call your own. Find out how you can 


achieve the right curves with Dream Body Sculpting Programme.  


(SS3 The Star 4 May 2006) 


 


To remain slim and body beautiful, target those hard-to-tone body fat 


areas with our new Dynamic Sculpt Programme. … Call Marie France 


Bodyline today and be on your way to a slimmer, sexier you!  


(MF8 The Star 26 June 2006) 


 


Today I am a confident woman with a sensuous, svelte body. It can 


happen to you too!                            (MF 22 The Star 18 January 2007) 
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Extract 17 (continued) 


List of examples 


Slim, Slim hips 


Slimmer 


Slender 


A slim, slender and sexier body 


Svelte, Svelte bod, Svelte body, Svelte figure 


Trim, Trim body 


Trimmer 


 


The words shown in Extract 17 are used to describe the ideal female body. 


They consist of adjectives such as slim, slimmer, slender, svelte, trim and trimmer. The 


use of positively lexicalized adjectives clearly demonstrates that the ideal female body 


shape endorsed by the advertisers is that of slim, slender, svelte and trim. They are all 


synonyms and they carry the message that the advertisers want to convey, that is only 


by having a slim figure, a woman is considered as having the ideal body image.  


 


Apart from being slim, the ideal female body must also be shapely. This 


requirement can be observed by the adjectives that appeared in the promotional texts 


(Extract 18) such as shapely, shapelier, curvaceous and contoured. 


 


Extract 18 


“Apart from word of mouth and its clients’ success stories, Skin 


Culture & Slim World’s programs have proven to me they can fulfill 


my dreams of having a curvaceous figure and confidence.”  


(SW2 The Star 22 February 2006) 


 


Tailored to your specific needs, this programme helps you achieve slim 


hips, toned legs and a shapely lower body.  


(MF10 The Star 7 June 2006) 


 


Marie France Bodyline has since fulfilled all my slimming needs. 


Sleeker silhouette. Shapelier contours. I now have the body I’ve always 


wanted.                                              (MF 22 The Star 18 January 2007) 
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Extract 18 (continued) 


List of examples 


Shapely, Shapely legs, Shapely figure 


Shapelier body, Shapelier figure, Shapelier contours 


A curvaceous figure, A curvaceous appearance 


Slim and contoured figure 


Contoured figure 


 


All the adjectives in Extract 18 emphasize that the ideal female body must be 


shapely and well-contoured. The adjectives shapely, shapelier, curvaceous and 


contoured are used to describe the body parts (i.e. shapely legs) and the whole body in 


general to emphasize that the ideal female body must be shapely, contoured and 


curvaceous. By employing the adjectives that are positively lexicalized, the advertisers 


are imposing a benchmark for a female body to be considered as ideal. Without having 


the qualities described by the adjectives such as shapely and curvaceous, a woman will 


be classified by the promotional texts as having the non-ideal body image. Again, this is 


another requirement of an ideal body image constructed by the print advertisements. 


 


Jaya Ranee (2002) claims that among the positive collocates that was 


identified from the slimming advertisements that she examines are words such as 


curves, shape, contours and contouring. She classifies these words as positive 


connotative words. According to Jaya Ranee (2002), positive connotative words are 


“words that are commendatory and highlight the desirable results that the products or 


services can bring’. 
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Extract 19 is another group of adjectives used to describe the ideal female 


form.   


Extract 19 


Medium frequencies are used to stimulate your muscle, accelerate your 


metabolism rate and reduce fat deposits, leaving you with a slender, 


tighter and firmer body.  


Loose and slackened areas are reshaped and retraced for lighter and 


firmer results.                                               (SS3 The Star 4 May 2006) 


 


At Mayfair, we’ll help you regain your sleek and slim bodyline, and the 


result that lasts long!                               (MFR1 The Star 22 May 2006) 


 


List of examples 


Firm 


Taut 


Lighter and firmer bodies 


A slender, tighter and firmer body 


Smooth and supple 


Sleeker silhouette 


Sleek and slim bodyline 


 


The adjectives employed in Extract 19 suggest that women who are slim and 


shapely must also have bodies that are firm, tight and smooth as shown by the use of 


positively lexicalized adjectives such as firm, firmer, taut, tighter, lighter, smooth, 


supple, sleek and sleeker to describe the ideal female body form.  


 


If we examine the minimum requirement imposed by the advertiser, we note 


that in order for a woman to fall under the ideal body category, she must first of all 


possess a slim figure, secondly, her slim figure must also be shapely and lastly, her body 


must be firm and smooth. According to the advertisements, only by having all these 


three criteria, a woman will be regarded as having the ideal body image. These criteria 


are actually imposed by the promotional texts analyzed. However, the readers may not 


realize the imposition. At the same time, the readers may not know that the advertisers 
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are actually constructing the reality concerning the notion of an ideal body image for 


women in the Malaysian society.  


 


Extract 20 


“My body has been sculpted and contoured by Cenosis to an ideal 


womanly figure.”                              (C10 The Star 13 November 2006) 


 


For ladies who work hard, play hard and live large, the new Perfect 


Therapy 60 (PT60) helps you achieve and maintain your ideal figure in 


all of 60 minutes.                                    (MF1 The Star 15 March 2006) 


 


Call now and you are one step towards achieving that perfect figure.  


(E8 The Star 2 Oct 2006) 


 


The perfect body for just RM2288.         (MF7 The Star 7 August 2006) 


 


List of examples 


Ideal figure 


Perfect figure  


Perfect body 


Perfect curve 


 


Adjectives such as ideal and perfect are often used to describe the female 


body shapes that are slim, shapely and firm. Extract 20 contains examples of adjectives 


found in the texts. The word ideal means perfect or most suitable while the word perfect 


means complete and without flaws. The use of the adjectives ideal and perfect convey 


the message to the readers of the advertisements that a woman with a slim, shapely and 


firm figure is considered as having the ideal and perfect body shape. Moreover, the 


advertiser uses the phrase ‘an ideal womanly figure’ to describe the figure of a woman 


that is being sculpted and contoured. The implication here is that a woman who does not 


conform to the prescribed body description falls into the category of the non-ideal 


because she does not have a figure considered as ‘womanly’. Therefore, these adjectives 


carry subtle ideological meanings that are opaque to the readers in general. 
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Extract 21 contains examples of adjectives used in the promotional texts to 


illustrate the ideal female body shapes.  


Extract 21 


A great figure commands attention wherever you go. If you want a 


slim, firm figure that’s set to turn heads… you will love what Esthetika 


can for you.                                            (E5 The Star 15 February 2006) 


 


Absolute confidence with a picture-perfect body.  


(MFR9 The Star 21 December 2005) 


 


Our proof that you too can be stunning!  


(BP3 The Star 20 February 2006) 


 


Look fabulous and feel great.             (PW1 The Star 14 February 2006) 


 


List of examples 


Great figure, Great shape, Great abs 


Fabulous figure  


Stunning figure 


A picture-perfect body 


Alluring and appealing bodyline  


 


A woman who possesses a slim and shapely figure is described as having a 


great figure, great shape and great abs. Besides the adjective great, the advertisers also 


described a slim figure using adjectives such as fabulous, stunning, picture-perfect, 


alluring and appealing. These adjectives are positively lexicalized to convey the 


message that having a slim figure is very attractive, highly esteemed and appealing to 


the eyes of the beholder. Here, the advertisers are associating positive adjectives such as 


great, fabulous, stunning, alluring and appealing to the female body shapes that are 


slim, shapely and firm. Therefore, the advertisers are encouraging women to pursue the 


ideal body shape as it is painted as something positive and good. We can also see how 


the ideological work of the advertisements is being instilled into the minds of women in 


particular and the Malaysian society in general. The print advertisements not only 
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construct how an ideal female body should look like, but also instill the idea that having 


an ideal body image is good because it makes a woman looks attractive and great. 


 


4.3.2.2 Positive Association 


Bordo (1993) states that in the Western culture, a slim body is being 


associated with a certain set of positive cultural values. Brownmiller (1984) in her 


studies on women shows that slenderness is directly associated with ‘refinement’, ‘will 


power’ and ‘sophisticated elegance’. Similarly, Grogan (1999) explains that in the 


Western society, slenderness is often given positive association such as happiness, 


success, youthfulness and social acceptability. On the other hand, being overweight is 


associated with laziness, lack of will power and control. 


 


Wendy Chapkis (1986) strongly believes that women are tormented and 


pressured by a ‘global culture machine’ that promotes the ideal beauty based on 


Western standard to women in the whole world. The ‘global culture machine’ that she 


refers to is none other than the advertising industry, communication media and the 


cosmetic industry. 


  


Due to globalization, the message in the print advertisements in this study 


also associates slenderness with the positive cultural values that are highly esteemed in 


the Western society.  
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4.3.2.2.1 Self-Esteem and the Ideal Body Image  


Sloan (2007) defines self-esteem as “an individual’s perceived feelings of 


value and self-worth”. According to her, an individual who possesses high self-esteem 


has high self-worth and a positive self-image. She claims that the way a person views 


his or her body has a direct impact towards his or her self-esteem.  


 


Self-esteem is an important element that helps a person to have a positive 


outlook in life and thus making oneself confident to face the challenging world. 


Therefore, the promotional texts draw on this perspective to associate self-esteem with 


having an ideal body image. This is another ideological work that is taking place. 


Extracts 22 and 23 are examples of how the texts associate self-esteem with having a 


slim body image. 


Extract 22  


It’s great to slim down positively and to feel good about yourself all 


over again! This month, start feeling more confident with your new 


looks, like Emily and Kai Shi who have made the right decision that 


changed their lives for the better. So, stop feeling self-conscious about 


your figure and reward yourself with Esthetika’s ultimate slimming 


experience that will give you REAL results! 


(E9 The Star 25 September 2006) 


 


Extract 22 is extracted from an advertisement published by Esthetika 


Slimming Beauty Centre. In the text, the advertiser claims that by having a new look i.e. 


a slim figure, one will be more confident (adjective +adjective). The adjective more that 


precedes the adjective confident intensifies the word confidence, thus creating greater 


impact.  


Extract 23  


Absolute Confidence with a picture-perfect body. (Headline) 


Stay stunningly attractive and absolutely confident with whatever outfit 


you put on.                                     (MFR9 The Star 21 December 2005) 
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In Extract 23, the headline of Mayfair Bodyline’s advertisement reads as: 


‘Absolute confidence with a picture-perfect body’. The text uses the word confidence 


(noun) to describe a woman who has a beautiful body that is ‘picture-perfect’. The 


adjective absolute which precedes the noun confidence adds intensity to the noun. As a 


result, the noun confidence is brought into focus. In this case, the advertiser is claiming 


that a woman will be totally confident when she has a slim and perfect figure.  


Furthermore, the text of the same extract claims that a woman will be ‘absolutely 


confident’ no matter what clothing they put on when they have a slim body. Note that 


the intensity of the adjective confident is further enhanced by inserting an adverb 


absolutely in front of the adjective.  


Extract 24 


Headline of Expressions’ advertisement: A smaller dress-size and a 


bigger confidence in just 2 weeks! 


(EXP1 The Star 21 February 2006) 


 


Extract 25  


(Slogan of Slimming Sanctuary’s advertisement): 


‘The shape of confidence’ 


(SS3 The Star 4 May 2006) 


 


Extract 26  


A Star is Born At Mayfair 


Confidence and self-esteem are the hallmarks of a slim, beautiful 


woman, and at Mayfair, we believe we can help a woman achieve those 


qualities. 


(MFR10 The Star 13 February 2006) 


 


Similarly, in Extract 24, we see another headline that says: ‘A smaller dress-


size and a bigger confidence in just 2 weeks’. Extract 25 is a slogan extracted from 


Slimming Sanctuary’s advertisement. The slogan reads as: ‘The shape of confidence’. 


This slogan implies that having the ideal body shape is a criterion for self-confidence. In 


Extract 26, the advertiser claims that a woman who is slim and beautiful possesses 
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confidence (noun) and self-esteem (noun). In the same paragraph, the advertisers also 


claim that they can assist a woman to achieve such qualities. 


 


These claims are ideological in nature and do not really reflect reality. This 


is because in real life, we have seen and come across many women who have the ‘non-


ideal’ body shape but still have very high level of self-esteem and self-confidence. We 


also encounter many women who have the ‘ideal’ body shape as described in the 


advertisement but are lacking in self-confidence. Therefore, self-confidence and has no 


relation with having a slim body. This connection is drawn for the benefit of marketing 


the services offered by slimming centres.  


 


The root cause for low self-esteem is actually the ideology of the mass media 


that equates a slim body with beauty. Thus, women with the non-ideal body shape will 


suffer from low self-esteem if they have a negative body image or judge themselves 


negatively as a result of their exposure to the ideology propagated by the mass media. 


 


4.3.2.2.2 Beauty / Sex Appeal and the Ideal Body Image 


Beauty and sex appeal are the qualities popularized by consumerism. 


Advertising industry has contributed to the propagation of the idea that beauty and sex 


appeal are positive qualities that men and women should possess. As a result, the 


society considers these qualities as something that have to be pursued and sought after 


in order not to be left behind.  


 


Perutz (1970) points out that in America, there is an over-emphasis that slim 


women are sexually attractive women, while ‘maternal type’ women are condemned as 


unfeminine, shabby looking and unfashionable. According to her, social surrounding in 
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America such as advertisements, movies and shopping sprees are constantly reminding 


people that “fat is unlovely, unfashionable, unsexy and unsocial”. (Perutz 1970: 172) 


 


Burns (2006) points out that in the contemporary Western society, a woman 


with a slender body type is regarded as a beautiful woman. The equation of beauty and a 


slender body sends the message to women and girls that if they want to be attractive, 


they have to be thin. On a similar note, Striegel-Moore and Franko (2002) state that 


having a thin body shape is a hallmark of contemporary beauty. According to them, 


beauty myth carries powerful impact on women simply because beauty is one of the 


major aspects of the female gender role stereotype. By becoming beautiful, a woman 


meets the social expectations regarding her femininity besides affirming her identity as 


a female. Striegel-Moore and Franko (2002) further explain that at a tender age, girls are 


already subjected to the societal expectations to work towards attaining beautiful 


figures. Over a period of time, they are likely to develop self-monitoring and self-


improvement behaviours for the purpose of meeting the beauty standard set by their 


culture. 


Extract 27 is a good example of how promotional texts draw connection 


between the ideal body image with beauty and sex appeal. It is extracted from an 


advertisement published by Mayfair Bodyline. 


Extract 27 


Absolute Confidence with a picture-perfect body 


Stay stunningly attractive and absolutely confident with whatever outfit 


you put on. Mayfair Chili CLA Slimming gives you the slim figure that 


places you at the focus of all attentions. For hot sexy contour that turns 


on the siren, call the chili slimming expert today. 


(MFR9 The Star 21 December 2005) 
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In the extract, the adverb stunningly is employed to intensify the adjective 


attractive. The phrase stunningly attractive is employed by the advertiser to 


communicate to the readers that a slim figure is indeed highly regarded as the object of 


beauty. A slim and curvaceous body is also described as a ‘hot sexy contour’ implying 


that a slim body is sexy and appealing.  


 


Extract 28 is another example of how a promotional text describes the 


positive qualities associated with having a slim body. 


Extract 28 


Yes! The Possibilities Of Looking Gorgeous Are Just Endless. 


A slim body makes a woman feel good and look great the way she 


wants. It empowers her with self-confidence and mesmerizing beauty. 


Visit Mayfair today and bring out the real woman in you. 


(MRF4 The Star 27 December 2005) 


 


Several adjectives used to describe the consequences of possessing a slim 


body are gorgeous, good, great and mesmerizing. The adjective mesmerizing is used to 


illustrate the word beauty (noun) thus further amplifies the positive quality of having a 


slim body.  


 


In another example extracted from the promotional text (Extract 29), the 


advertiser uses the word seduce (verb) and seductive (adjective) to describe the result of 


having a slim body. 


Extract 29  


A time to woo … a time to seduce … a time to turn the heat on. 


Surprise your Valentine with a gorgeous, seductive body. 


(T3 The Star 20 February 2006)) 


 


This advertisement was published during the Valentine’s Day season. The 


advertiser took the opportunity of the Valentine Day’s celebration to associate sex 
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appeal with the ideal body image. According to the promotional text, Valentine’s season 


is the time to ‘Surprise your Valentine with a gorgeous, seductive body’.  From this text, 


it shows that a woman with a slim body is described as having the quality of beauty and 


sex appeal. 


 


4.3.2.2.3 Success / Achievement and the Ideal Body Image 


Success and achievement are qualities that are esteemed by today’s society 


that is very much caught up in the rat race. Therefore, the promotional texts often 


associate success and achievement with having an ideal body image.  


 


Bordo (1993) states that at the end of the last century, people with excess 


flesh are usually considered as having low morality, lack of will power and physically 


inadequate. According to her, a person with a firm and toned body is considered as a 


symbol of success as having a slim body is being interpreted as being in control.  


Extract 30  


“… My programme with Terimee only started 2 months ago. I have 


never been this successful and I am ready to take on a new frontier with 


my new album.” – Peggy Lai, Malaysian Singer and Terimee Client 


(T6 The Star 8 April 2006) 


 


Extract 30 above is a testimony obtained from an advertisement published by 


Terimee Beauty Slimming Academy. Peggy Lai, a Malaysian singer who has lost 10kg 


as a result of joining the slimming programme, claims that she ‘has never been this 


successful (adjective)’. Her claims seem to suggest that even a celebrity considers her 


success in becoming slimmer more awesome than her glamourous career as a singer.  
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Extract 31 is another example of a promotional text that illustrates losing 


weight i.e. having a slimmer body as an achievement (noun) that is remarkable 


(adjective).  


Extract 31  


“Dropping from XXL to M in just 2 months!” 


For these two Expressions clients, losing so much weight in only two 


months was a remarkable achievement.   


(EXP2 The Star 28 December 2005) 


 


The adjective remarkable adds intensity to the noun achievement to 


emphasise that attaining a slim body is something that is noteworthy. 


 


Likewise, Extract 32 also described restoring the body to its ideal figure as 


an achievement (noun) for every woman.  


 
Extract 32 


Contented, Confident and Curvaceous. We believe in SlimWorld to 


restore the figure and beauty is an achievement for every woman.  


(SW5 The Star 28 October 2005) 
 


4.3.2.2.4 Health and the Ideal Body Image 


From the analyses, many of the promotional texts associate ideal body image 


with health. According to Hesse-Biber et. al. (2006), the healthy lifestyle promoted by 


health clubs and fitness centres is a carefully camouflaged beauty quest and pressures. 


They point out that the various methods of healthy lifestyle carried out by women are 


more for beauty purposes rather than health. 


 


Grogan (1999) states that there is a general belief that being plump is not 


healthy while being thin is a sign of good health. Braziel and LeBesco (2001) point out 


that because the contemporary beauty ideal is a body that is tight, lean and toned, fat is 
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considered as both unhealthy and unattractive. Therefore, fat people are being regarded 


as “agents of abhorrence and disgust”. 


 


Extract 33 is the testimony of Miss Alice Wong who has lost 47kg after 


joining the slimming programme. She claims that she has ‘never felt healthier’ after 


attaining a slimmer body. In this case, the word healthier (adjective) was used to 


describe the result of her slimming programme. 


Extract 33  


“….I have never felt healthier or more confident. Thank you, Body 


Perfect for transforming my slimming desires into reality.” – Miss 


Alice Wong Pooi Fun. 


(BP2 The Star 9 August 2006) 


Another example of promotional text with the similar 


notion is seen in Extract 34. 
 


Extract 34  


Not only will you learn to maintain your newly found figure, your 


health and confidence will be restored full circle! 


(L7 The Star 11 February 2006) 


 


In this text, the advertiser claims that the client’s ‘health (noun) will be 


restored full circle’. In these two promotional texts, the readers’ attention is drawn to the 


connection between health and the ideal body image which implies that a woman who 


has a slim body is healthy. However, this is not necessary true because some women 


who restrict their food intake in order to maintain a slim figure suffer from malnutrition. 


Some of these women who are extreme in their food intake do suffer from Anorexia 


Nervosa. 
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4.3.2.2.5 Happiness and the Ideal Body Image 


Marika Tiggemann and Esther Rothblum (1988 in Grogan, 1999) conducted 


a psychology study on a large group of American and Australian students. In this study, 


the students were required to rate eight qualities that were typical of thin men and 


women, and fat men and women. From the study, they found that in both culture, fat 


people were considered as less happy, less self-confident and less attractive than thin 


people. The results show that fat women were more negatively stereotyped compared to 


fat men. 


 


According to Renzetti & Curran (1992 cited in Baltrusaityte, 2006), mass 


media promotes the idea that physical appearance is the determining factor of whether 


one is successful or happy. 


Extract 35  


“My weight is less than 63kg now and I have never been happier!” – 


Miss Eve Leong, a client of Cenosis.           (C4 The Star 26 June 2006) 


 


The promotional text constructs a woman who has lost weight and attained 


the ideal body image as someone who possesses happiness. In Extract 35, the client of 


this particular slimming centre uses the word happier (adjective) to express her joy after 


achieving her ideal body weight. Miss Eve Leong originally weighs 90.4kg and after 


joining the slimming programme her weight is less than 63kg. She claims that she has 


‘never been happier’. Her testimony seems to associate happiness and the attainment of 


an ideal body image as seen in the extract above (Extract 35).  


Extract 36  


Slogan for Expressions International - ‘Life is a Celebration!’ 


(EXP1 The Star 21 February 2006) 


 


Extract 36 is a slogan for Expressions International. The slogan that has been 


chosen for this organization is ‘Life is a Celebration’. 
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The advertiser chose the word celebration (noun) to describe the life of a 


woman who has achieved the ideal body image. The word celebration is used when 


someone holds a ceremony to signify a happy or joyful moment in his or her life. 


Therefore, by employing this word celebration in the promotional text, the advertiser is 


conveying the message that a woman who has an ideal body image is one who is happy 


and that is the occasion for a celebration.  


 


4.3.2.2.6 Sense of Pride and the Ideal Body Image  


Tseelon (1997) in her book “The Mask of Femininity” states that no matter 


what women do with their appearance, they are doing it with an awareness that they are 


“objects of the gaze of the other”. Similarly, Baitrusaityte (2006) points out that women 


are aware and know that they are being looked at. Therefore, in this relation, 


Baitrusaityte (2006) claims that because women are expected to be beautiful, they are 


stigmatized if they do not conform to the standard set by the society. 


 


From the data analyzed (see Extract 37 below), there are numerous examples 


that show women who attain a slim body as individuals who are filled with a sense of 


pride. 


Extract 37 


‘Terimee’s numerous success stories have always been enviable. They 


led me to the decision to join Terimee. Now that I’, in a much better 


shape, I’ve become the envy of others.’ Chew Siew Ling , 32 years old, 


mother of 3 children 


(T2 The Star 27 Dec 2005) 
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The promotional text (Extract 37) features a testimony from a client who 


describes that before she attains her ideal body shape she was envious of the numerous 


success stories published by Terimee Beauty Slimming Academy. However, now that 


she is ‘in a much better shape’, she has ‘become the envy (noun) of others’. Her 


testimony conveys the message that by having an ideal body shape, a woman will be 


filled with a great sense of pride.  


 


Women who are successful in achieving slimmer body shapes after joining 


the slimming therapies are often advised to flaunt, show off and unveil their bodies. 


They are being taught that their slim bodies are something to be proud of. Extract 38 is a 


promotional text that reads ‘Shape up & flaunt (verb) it! It’s time to show off (verb) and 


make a lasting impression this festive season.’ 


Extract 38  


Shape up & Flaunt it ! 


It’s time to show off and make a lasting impression this festive season. 


(Uni7 The Star 2 October 2006) 


 


The potential clients are urged to improve their body shapes and show off 


their slimmer body to create a lasting impression during the festivities.   


 


The headline of another text (Extract 39) reads as ‘Unveil (verb) Your True 


Beauty’. 


Extract 39  


Unveil Your True Beauty! (Headline) 


(SS2 The Star 16 February 2006) 


 


The statement constructs the ideology that a woman who possesses a slim 


figure must be proud with her beautiful body shape. Therefore, her beautiful body 


which is her prized possession must be shown to the world. 
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4.3.2.2.7 Peace of Mind and the Ideal Body Image  


Although it is not a popular notion, the promotional texts tend to associate 


the ideal body image with peace of mind. The testimony from Fish Leong, a client of 


Cenosis Slimming Specialist (Extract 40) states that after attaining a perfectly contoured 


body, she can wear whatever outfit she likes without having to worry (verb). 


Extract 40 


‘Like most women, I have always relied on clothes to hide my problem 


areas until I went to Cenosis. Now, I have a perfectly contoured body 


and can wear whatever I like without having to worry!’ Fish Leong 


Asia Popular Artiste, Slimming Ambassador and Client of Cenosis 


(C15 The Star 18 September 2006) 


 


The phrase ‘without having to worry’ associates peace of mind and the ideal 


body image. She also claims that previously she had to depend on clothing to hide her 


problem areas. According to this testimony, having an ideal body shape will give a 


woman the peace of mind when it comes to dressing up. This is because the cause for 


worry is eliminated by having a slim body.  


 


In another excerpt (Extract 41), the advertiser is inviting the potential clients 


to visit their slimming centre to find out how to ‘break free from weight worries 


(noun)’. 


Extract 41  


Come and join our open house celebration and find out how you can 


break free from weight worries.  


(Uni3 The Star 16 June 2006) 


 


Again the word ‘worries’ implies that a woman will have peace of mind 


when she attains the ideal body.  
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4.3.2.2.8 The Object of Desire and The Ideal Body Image  


According to Wolf (2002), a study which was conducted in the 1980’s 


showed that 33,000 American women informed the researcher that if given a choice 


they would rather shed off ten to fifteen pounds of their weight than to achieve any 


other goal. Similarly, in another focus group study of adolescent girls by Tiggemann, 


Gardiner and Slater (2000), majority of the girls would rather have a thinner body than 


having straight A’s. This shows that a slim figure is indeed the object of desire of many 


women including adolescent girls.  


 


From the analysis, the data reveals that the majority of the promotional texts 


state that the ideal body image is the object of desire for women. The texts often sell this 


idea to women and describe women as ‘dying’ for the ideal body image. In Extracts 42 


and 43, the advertiser is encouraging women to join the slimming therapy so that they 


can achieve the ‘slim’, ‘slender’ and ‘sexier’ figure that they have ‘always wanted 


(verb)’ or ‘always desired (verb)’. 


Extract 42  


Dream Body Sculpting Programme has been developed by our 


slimming experts to give you what you’ve always wanted. A slim, 


slender and sexier body you can call your own. 


(SS3 The Star 4 May 2006) 


 


Extract 43   


Stay in shape and achieve the curves you’ve always desired with 


iSlim’s All-natural Fruits & Herbs Therapy. Call iSlim to discover how 


you can look good and feel great today. 


(IS1 The Star 22 February 2006) 
 


The verbs wanted and desired suggest that the ideal body image is the object 


that women really yearn for. The adverb always that precedes the verbs wanted and 
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desired adds intensity to the verbs creating the meaning that the slim silhouette is 


something that women want to have all the time.  


 


In another example (Extract 44) taken from the promotional text by Unisense 


Health and Slimming Centre, the phrase which reads ‘getting closer to achieve that long 


desired body’ gives the impression that women in general have been waiting to have the 


ideal body image for a long time. 


Extract 44   


Give yourself that perfect gift of a slimmer you by experiencing our ‘8 


x 8’ Slimming Programme while getting closer to achieving that long 


desired body, right here at Unisense. 


(Uni3 The Star 16 June 2006) 
 


By using the adjective long, women are depicted as desiring for the ideal 


body shape for an extended period of time. Therefore, the advertisement is encouraging 


women to reward themselves with a perfect gift (i.e. the long desired ideal body shape) 


by joining the programme at the slimming centre. 


 


Extract 45 which is the headline of a promotional text taken from Keep Slim 


echoes the same theme. 


Extract 45  


The weight you desire, 


The shape you admire. 


(KS3 The Star 13 November 2006) 


 


In this example, women are persuaded to join the slimming programme to 


achieve the weight that they desire (verb) and the shape that they admire (verb). By 


using the verbs desire and admire, this promotional text is suggesting that women view 


the ideal body image as their prized possessions. 
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Similarly, Extract 46 is another example that describes the ideal body image 


as the ‘figure of your dreams (noun)’. 


Extract 46  


Shine with radiance with Phillip Wain’s star programmes at incredible 


value. Lose inches, sculpt the figure of your dreams, and look your 


radiant best as you relax and unwind at the hands of our professionals. 


Discover a new you at Phillip Wain, the leader in fitness and beauty, 


exclusively for women. 


(PW1 The Star 14 February 2006) 


 


By describing the ideal body shape as the dream figure, the advertiser is 


constructing the notion that women in general are aiming to achieve such figure. 


Therefore, the text uses the noun dreams to paint the picture that the ideal body image is 


the quality that is highly sought after by women because it is very difficult to achieve as 


suggested by the word dreams. 


 


4.4 Patriarchal Society and Women’s Ideal Body Image 


Hesse-Biber (1996) states that women’s body weight is one of the most 


important determining factors when it comes to physical attractiveness. She highlights 


that in research studies that questioned people on what qualities were the most 


important indicator of “positive appearance”, the key factor was weight. She further 


adds that a woman’s sense of self-esteem depends on how attractive she is perceived by 


the opposite sex.  


 


Hesse-Biber et. al. (2006) stress that the partnership of capitalist interests 


and patriarchal perspectives in the contemporary society are the socio-cultural driving 


force that pressures women to be thin. As a result, there is a tendency for women today 


to make the effort to achieve this cultural ideal of “ultra thinness” through self-imposed 


controls such as dieting, starvation and exercise.  
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Germov and Williams (1996 in Baitrusaityte, 2006) in their study on dieting 


women argue that “it is the internalization of patriarchal norms, rather than external 


coercion” that resulted in “self-regulation and the self disciplining of female bodies in 


the pursuit of the thin ideal”. They concluded that the attempt to overturn the thin ideal 


is a difficult task due to the wide spread patriarchal power relations through 


internalization. Baitrusaityte (2006) who has conducted a research on 25 Lithuanian 


women between 19 to 34 years old found that women were very concern on their body 


shape and tend to judge themselves very strictly. Some of them are not fully satisfied 


with their looks even though they are slim. Therefore, the wide spread of the patriarchal 


power that dictates the ideal body image for women is evidenced in the Western society. 


From the data analyzed in the print advertisement in my study, such patriarchal power 


has been also widely popularized by the slimming industry in this country. 


 


Susan Brownmiller (1984), who is a feminist writer, argues that women are 


victims of a society that dictates them through their bodies by imposing impossible 


beauty ideals. She points out that these unrealistic ideals kept women in a subordinate 


position because women channel their energies to achieve the perfect body imposed by 


the society. She further adds that the requirement for women to be small or petite is 


driven by men’s desire to dominate. Brownmiller (1984) states that it is a fact that 


women carry 10 percent more fat cells than men. In fact, in majority of species, females 


are larger sex. However, fat is a property closely linked with solidity and power i.e. a 


quality not culturally acceptable for the female species. 


 


Body image is a social construction. According to Fairclough’s (1995a) three 


dimensional framework, discourse must be examined at the level of text, discursive 


practice and social practice. In this study, the texts have been examined in the area of 
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lexical choices. In this section, the researcher will focus on the social practice in the 


Malaysian society to explain the reason behind the production and such text. The 


discursive practice will also be analyzed to explain the production and consumption of 


such texts. 


 


As Malaysia is a patriarchal society, the social practice of this society plays 


an important part in the construction of the ideal female body image. In general, women 


in the Malaysian society and any patriarchal society have the desire to look beautiful 


and attractive in order to please their husbands or their male partners. The various 


ideologies or positive associations linked to the ideal female body image that have been 


analyzed in this study are resulted from the social practice of a patriarchal society. Some 


of the positive associations with regards to a woman’s ideal body image that have been 


identified from the data of this study are beauty, self-confidence, health, success, 


achievement, happiness and sex appeal.  


 


The mushrooming of slimming centres in Malaysia in the recent decade 


shows that there is an increasing demand for such services. The boom of this industry 


also shows that women in Malaysia are willing to part with their money in order to lose 


weight and achieve the slim ideal prescribed by the patriarchal society. The various 


testimonies by the clients of the slimming centres as appeared in the promotional texts 


analyzed show that Malaysian women agree to the values ingrained by the patriarchal 


culture on how an ideal Malaysian woman should look like i.e. slim and shapely. Not 


only do they agree with the construction of the ideal body shape, they also strive to 


achieve the slim ideal. The patriarchal culture in Malaysia has indeed played an 


important role in influencing the beauty ideology and belief system of the Malaysian 


women. 
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Moreover, due to globalization and the advancement of communication 


technology (i.e. satellite), the Malaysian society has the privileges to view the 


programmes produced by the Western society. As a result, they become accustomed 


with the values propagated by Hollywood’s entertainment industry where slim and 


young women are the beauty icons who are highly revered by the Western patriarchal 


society.    


 


As a result of the internalization of such beauty ideology, the promotional 


texts that emphasize on the positive attributes of women who attain the slim ideal are 


produced. The copywriters of the advertisements are also part of the Malaysian society 


who have been immersed with the ideology that equates a beautiful woman with one 


who possesses a slim figure. 
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4.5 The Discursive Practice of Advertising and Text Consumption 


According to Fairclough (1995a), the connection between text and social 


practice is mediated by discursive practice. He explains that on one hand, the nature of 


the social practice shapes the processes of the text production and interpretation. On the 


other hand, the text is shaped by the production process while “the interpretative process 


operated upon ‘cues’ in the text” (Fairclough 1995a: 133). 


 


Dominant forces in the society such as the mass media construct versions of 


reality favouring their interest. In the case of the print advertisements analyzed in this 


study, it is clear that the advertisers construct the ideal body image for women 


according to the constructed standards in order to achieve their sales target for the 


slimming services that they are promoting. As advertisement is a paid medium of 


communication, the advertisers who paid for the publication of their advertisements 


have the power to communicate any ideology that they wish regarding the ideal body 


image for women in this society.  


 


Some of the slimming centres in Malaysia such as Marie France Bodyline 


and Body Perfect are franchise companies of which their franchisors’ headquarters are 


in Switzerland and France respectively.  The promotional texts may be written by the 


copywriters in the country of origin or the franchised company may be required to fulfill 


the requirements set by the franchisors e.g. the central theme for their advertisements to 


be published in the local newspapers.  


 


There are many parties who are involved in the creation of a print 


advertisement, namely, the creative team from the advertising agency (i.e. the creative 


director and copy writer) and the product owner or advertiser who is normally 
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represented by the personnel from the advertising and marketing department. The 


process of creating a print advertisement involves many meetings between the 


advertising agency and the advertiser. During the meetings, various details pertaining to 


the print advertisement will be discussed. The artwork and the copy (i.e. text) of the 


advertisement will undergo countless revision before the advertiser finally agrees to the 


final artwork which will be sent to the press for publication according to the publication 


schedule that has been booked earlier. 


 


In examining the discursive practice of the text, we must not overlook the 


role of a copy writer. The copy writer is a personnel who works for the advertising 


agency and is in charge of writing the copy (i.e. text) of the print advertisement. The 


copy writer plays an important role in communicating the desired message from the 


advertisers to the readers of the advertisements. He uses his linguistics skills and 


creativity to produce the copy of the advertisement according to the job brief given by 


the advertiser. Apart from the information given by the advertiser, the copy writer often 


draws on his background knowledge to create the advertising copy. As the copy writer 


is also a consumer and a member of this patriarchal society, he will to a certain extent 


be influenced by the belief system of this society. As such, the copy produced by the 


copy writer is shaped by the social practice of this society. Here, we can say that the text 


produced is ‘constituted’ by the social practice of this society. As a result of the 


interaction of the readers with the advertisement text, the discourse also shapes the 


social value and belief system of this society. Therefore, it is clear that discourse is in a 


dialectical relationship with the social practice as advocated by Fairclough (1995a: 131), 


i.e. discourse is constitutive (socially shaping) and constituted (socially shaped). 
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Finally, in examining the consumption of the promotional texts, ‘background 


knowledge’ (Fairclough, 1995a) of the readers of the advertisements is one important 


element that must be given due attention. In the case of slimming advertisements, 


‘background knowledge’ will cause the readers to be less sensitive towards the 


ideological presentations of how an ideal female body should look like. In the context of 


this study, ‘background knowledge’ refers to the daily doses of information from the 


mass media especially from the entertainment industry. Due to globalization, the 


Malaysian society has the privileges to view the television programmes and movies 


featuring beauty queens, fashion models and actresses from the Hollywood where slim 


and shapely women are being elevated to the status of idols or goddesses. As a result of 


the constant media exposure, the Malaysian society will be immune to the ideological 


presentations that a slim body is the ideal body shape for women. In contrast, fat women 


are often presented as unlovely and unpopular in the media. 


 


Thus, with the rich ‘background knowledge’ on what constitutes an ideal 


body image for women, the strategies of lexicalization employed in the promotional 


texts will be deemed as ‘non-ideological common sense’ (Fairclough 1995a: 28). The 


aim of this research is to elucidate the ‘naturalisation’ (Fairclough 1995a: 28) of the 


ideological representations and expose the effects of discourse (in this case, the textual 


analysis of the lexical choices) that are opaque to the Malaysian women. Note that the 


lexical analysis in the earlier sections of this study had deliberated on this matter in 


great length. 


 


Due to the constant bombardment of the ideology that women’s ideal body 


image is that of slim and slender, the Malaysian society will accept and deem the 


strategy of positive and negative lexicalization employed in the promotional texts as 
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truth rather than construct. It is not uncommon that when women are being asked on 


what an ideal woman’s body shape should be like, they would automatically say that the 


ideal body shape must be slim and shapely. The adjective ‘ideal’ has become 


synonymous with the adjective ‘slim’. This shows that discourse has the ability to shape 


the society or as Fairclough (1995b) puts it: “Discourse is socially constitutive” 


(Fairclough 1995b: 55). In the context of print advertisement, discourse has indeed 


contributes to the construction of the knowledge and belief system of the Malaysian 


society, particularly women. 


 


4.6 Conclusion 


The analysis reveals that among the most commonly used strategies to 


construct the ideal body image for women are negative lexicalization, negative labeling, 


positive lexicalization and positive association. By using negative lexicalization and 


negative labeling, the promotional texts construct their versions of reality for the non-


ideal female form. On the other hand, positive lexicalization and positive association are 


used to describe the ideal female form. 


 


The promotional texts draw positive association between the ideal female 


form with certain qualities and values. The advertisers associate women with the ideal 


body shapes with qualities such as positive self esteem, success, health, happiness, sense 


of pride and peace of mind. The promotional texts also depicted the ideal body shape as 


the object of desire for every woman. 


 


From the analysis, the researcher gathers several ideological positioning 


created by the promotional texts with regards to the ideal and non-ideal body image for 


women in Malaysia. According to the promotional texts, a beautiful woman is one who 
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has a slim body shape. Women with excess body fats fall under the category of the non-


ideal body shapes. Thus, their body shapes are not aesthetically pleasing.  The texts also 


claim that having a fat body makes a woman feels inadequate and can lead to low self 


esteem. Women who have given birth are not exempted from this ideological construct. 


They are expected to conform to the ideal female form propagated by the 


advertisements.  


 


As Malaysia is a patriarchal society, the texts producers who are part of this 


society will be influenced by their background knowledge when constructing an 


advertising text. The readers of the texts who are also members of this society will 


consume the texts with the same background knowledge. Thus, the ideological 


positioning in the promotional texts will appear as ‘non-ideological common sense’ 


(Fairclough 1995a: 28).     


 


This study shows that the ideal body image for women constructed by the 


promotional texts is that of slim, shapely, firm and smooth. By employing Fairclough’s 


(1995a) 3 dimensional framework, the researcher is able to demonstrate that the social 


practice (i.e. patriarchal culture) and discursive practice of the Malaysian society have 


contributed to the production of the promotional texts examined in this study. 


 





		ANALYSIS
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CHAPTER 5 


CONCLUSION 


5.1 Introduction 
 


This study employed Fairclough’s (1995a) three dimensional framework to 


analyze the selected data. Fairclough’s CDA framework was chosen for this study 


because the framework enables the researcher to analyze discourse at three levels i.e. 


discourse as texts, discourse as a discursive practice and discourse as a social practice 


(Fairclough 1995a: 96-97). 


 


The data for this study was chosen from print advertisements published in the 


local English newspapers i.e. the Star and the Sun. They were selected because both 


contained many advertisements from slimming centres. Print advertisements featuring 


services provided by slimming centres were chosen for this study on the ground that 


they enable the researcher to analyze how the lexical items in the slimming 


advertisements construct the non-ideal and the ideal body image for women in 


Malaysia.  


 


5.2 Research Findings 
 
5.2.1 Quantitative Analysis 
 


In the first part of my analyses, I have carried out a data frequency count on a 


total of 132 print advertisements based on a few pre-set categories such as body parts 


that are given special focus, negative words, positive words, and words with positive 


association. The frequency count reveals that thighs, waist, hips, arms and tummy are 


the body parts that are given prominence in the promotional texts analyzed. 
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Under the category of ‘Negative Words that Describe the Body’, it was 


demonstrated that negative lexicalization was more widely employed by the advertisers 


compared to positive lexicalization. This may be due to the purpose of the print 


advertisements that intends to draw women’s attention to the negative body condition in 


the hope that they will be persuaded to sign up for the slimming programmes advertised. 


Among the frequently used negative lexical items are fat/fats, fatty acids, flabby, fat 


cells, overweight, post-natal flabs and bulges. The noun problem is the most widely 


used lexical items to describe the condition of women with a non-ideal body image. 


 


Under the category of ‘Positive Words that Describe the Body’, it was found 


that the adjectives slim and slimmer rank the first followed by the adjective contoured. 


Great, ideal and desired are the most popularly used adjectives to describe female body 


shapes that meet the criteria of an ideal body. The data frequency count also revealed 


that the thighs, waist, hips, arms and tummy are the body parts that are given the most 


attention by the promotional texts. 


 


Under the category of ‘Words with Positive Association’, the themes that are 


widely used by the promotional texts in association with the ideal body image are 


beauty, confidence, health, success and achievement.  
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5.2.2 Qualitative Analysis 
 


In the second part of the analyses, the lexical items were analyzed according to 


the categories such as negative lexicalization, negative labeling, positive lexicalization 


and positive association. The lexical analyses enable the researcher to elucidate what is 


considered by the promotional texts as the non-ideal and the ideal body image for 


women and to unearth the ideological meaning for employing such words.  


 


Negative lexicalization is a common strategy employed by the promotional 


texts to frame a proposition in a negative light. From the analyses, it was noted that 


negative lexicalization is employed quite extensively by the promotional texts in order 


to highlight the ‘flaws’ in a woman’s body shape. Body shapes that do not fit into the 


category of the ‘constructed ideal’ are described using negative adjectives such as 


overweight, extra inches, extra pound, excess fat, excess weight, excessive fats and so 


forth. In order to magnify the imperfection in a woman’s body, the promotional texts 


capitalized on negative lexicalization to illustrate the appearance and size of the various 


body parts. Some of the commonly used negative lexicalizations are as follows: 


 Adjectives: wide hips, huge thighs, big-framed, thick waist, bulging tummy, 


invisible waistline, pear-shaped, loose, flabby and saggy  


 Verbs: slackened and sagging 


 


From the analyses, it was discovered that negative adverbs and adjectives are 


widely utilized to describe the body parts that have accumulated fat deposits. Examples 


of negative adjectives are ugly, stubborn and unwanted while the adverb that is 


popularly used is unsightly. The advertiser also increased the intensity of the negative 


adjectives by combining an adverb and an adjective e.g. unsightly flabby arms. The use 


of negative lexicalization in the promotional texts demonstrates that the advertisers are 
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propagating the ideology that ‘fat’ is a quality that is greatly despised by the society due 


to its lack of aesthetic value. Similarly, Jeffries (2007) points out that excess fat is 


described negatively using phrases with negative adjectives such as baggy folds; baggy 


skin; loose muscles; slack muscles and loose skin. 


 


The promotional texts also do not give exception to women who have gone 


through pregnancy and child birth. Mothers are expected to maintain their pre-


pregnancy figure. The examples of negative lexical items employed to describe the 


body shape of mothers are post-natal weight problem, post-natal flab, pot belly, mommy 


bulges, cellulite, stretch marks, orange-peel etc. Though it may sound unreasonable to 


expect mothers to maintain a pre-pregnancy figure, such ideology has become popular 


due to media construction. Likewise, the findings by other CDA scholars (Jeffries, 


2007; Ng, 2005) also support the findings of this present research. Jeffries (2007) points 


out that in post-natal texts, the ideology of the unchanging body is reinforced where 


mothers are expected to regain their flat stomach after pregnancy. She also notes that in 


many of the pregnancy texts that she examines, the pre-pregnant body is regarded as 


normal while the post-pregnancy shape is considered as ‘abnormal’ and unacceptable. 


Ng (2005) also points out that regardless of whether a woman has given birth or 


otherwise, the slimming advertisements stress that the slim body shape is the ultimate 


goal that every woman should strive to achieve.  


 


The data also reveals that the lexical item problem exists both as an adjective 


and a noun in the promotional texts. When it exists as a noun, it is for the purpose of 


describing ‘fat’ as a problem as in ‘overweight problem’ and ‘never-ending problem’. 


On the other hand, the word problem when used as an adjective, acts to describe the fat 


body parts negatively such as ‘problem zones’, ‘problem areas’ and ‘problematic areas’. 
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Whether used as a noun or an adjective, the word problem denotes a negative state 


where a solution is required. In this case, the advertisers are implying that ‘fat’ bodies 


need to be ‘rectified’ with a little assistance from the professional slimming experts.  


 


In order to paint the state of being fat negatively, the promotional texts 


employed verbs such as troubled, shunned away, hide, dread; and nouns such as 


challenges and difficulty to describe the various circumstances encountered by women 


who were once fat. These words are incorporated in the voices of women who are 


celebrities, artistes and ordinary women recalling their past experiences when they were 


fat. Indeed, the promotional texts are sending the message that being fat can be a ‘dark’ 


moment in the lives of many women. 


 


Findings from the data analyses reveal that the advertisers capitalized on 


negative labeling to describe women whose bodies are not in the ideal state. Some of the 


negative labeling found in the texts is water buffalo, big truck, tanker, King Kong and 


“Auntie Fatty”. Similarly, Albani’s (2005) studies on print advertisements published in 


the Italian and American women’s magazines demonstrate that plus-size bodies are 


constructed by print advertisements as disgusting and abhorrent while thin bodies are 


highly endorsed as the benchmark for ideal beauty.  


 


The data analyses reveal that the print advertisements promote and endorse the 


‘slim’ body shape as the ideal body image for women. It also demonstrates that the 


adjectives such as slim/slimmer, slender, svelte, trim/trimmer are the positively 


lexicalized adjectives employed by the advertisers to endorse the female body shapes 


that fall under the ideal category. The data also shows that an ideal body shape must 


also be shapely and firm. These requirements are demonstrated by the use of adjectives 
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such as shapely/shapelier, curvaceous, contoured, firm/firmer, taut and tighter. 


Therefore, the ideal body shapes constructed by the slimming advertisements are that of 


slim, shapely and firm. However, the researcher notes that the Malaysian women may 


not realize that the description of the ideal body shape is merely a construction by the 


society.  Hence, many may want to achieve the constructed ideal because it is positively 


portrayed by the mass media.  Correspondingly, Ng (2005) points out that under the 


discourse of ‘slimness’, slimming advertisements advocate various types of ‘slimness’ 


such as tight, firm, taut, light and fat-free. Ng (2005) also notes that having an hourglass 


figure, a smooth, youthful and radiant skin with a healthy and beautiful body shape are 


the criteria of beauty propagated by the slimming advertisements in Hong Kong. Jaya 


Ranee (2002) who has conducted a study on print advertisements in Malaysia also 


found that slimming advertisement conveyed the message that in order to be regarded as 


beautiful, a woman must be slim.   


 


According to Jeffries (2007), ‘perfection’ is one of the most common 


messages found in the promotional texts she examined. She states that the ideology of 


perfection and youthfulness advised the readers to work towards achieving a ‘perfect 


and youthful’ body through various methods such as slimming or plastic surgery. 


Jeffries (2007) asserts that majority of the adjectives employed in women’s magazines 


are in the form of superlatives e.g. perfect, amazing, gorgeous and ideal. Similarly, in 


this present study, under the category of positive lexicalization, positive adjectives such 


as ideal and perfect are commonly used by the advertisers to depict female body shapes 


that meet the prescribed criteria of slim, shapely and firm. Adjectives such as great, 


fabulous, stunning, picture-perfect, alluring and appealing are also found in the 


promotional texts to illustrate women who have the slim, shapely and firm figure. 


Therefore, by employing these positive adjectives to describe women who possess the 
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‘ideal’ body shape, the advertisers are actually encouraging women to pursue the ideal 


body shape because it is an attribute that is highly esteemed by the society. 


 


The data reveals that ‘positive association’ is a strategy widely employed by 


the advertisers to attach positive qualities and values to the ideal female form. Some of 


the positive associations used by the promotional texts are self-esteem/confidence, 


beauty/sex appeal; success/achievement; health; happiness; object of desire; sense of 


pride and peace of mind. Jeffries (2007) also points out that slimming texts have the 


tendency to equate the slimming achievement with happiness and success. On the 


similar note, Jaya Ranee (2002) asserts that slimming advertisements often convey the 


message that when a woman has a slim body, she will possess self-confidence. These 


positive associations are ideological in nature as they are the qualities popularized by 


the consumerist culture to encourage women to spend their money to advance the multi 


billion dollar slimming and beauty industry.   


 


5.3 Patriarchal Society and the Discursive Practice of Advertising 
 


The data analyses reveal that promotional texts rely heavily on negative 


lexicalization, negative labelling, positive lexicalization and positive association to 


construct the non-ideal and the ideal body image for Malaysian women. The ideal body 


image for women is therefore a social construction by the authority in power. In this 


case, the advertisers who fund the media space are the authority who holds the power to 


construct the versions of reality to serve their economic interest.  


 


By using Fairclough’s (1995a) three dimensional framework, this study shows 


that the social practice and discursive practice of the society play a part in the 


production of such texts in the Malaysian society. The patriarchal culture in Malaysia 
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has to a certain extent moulded the beauty ideology and belief system of the Malaysian 


women. Malaysian women are also very familiar with the media messages that portray 


an ideal woman as one who possesses a slim and shapely figure. This type of media 


messages was once originated from the Hollywood entertainment industry where 


patriarchy is being practised. Globalization has also ‘flooded’ the Malaysian society 


with media messages that propagate the thin ideal for women. Likewise, Albani (2005) 


affirms that magazine advertising constructs woman’s ideal body shape according to the 


dominant patriarchal beauty standards in the society. Jeffries (2007) also points out that 


her data repeatedly imply that it is important for women not to be overweight so that 


they can appear sexually attractive to men. 


 


As a result of internalizing the constructed beauty ideal, copywriters from 


advertising agencies will naturally produce promotional texts that advocate the thin 


ideal. Likewise, readers of the print advertisements are also not able to easily recognize 


the ideology of the thin ideal in the promotional texts as they have been immersed in the 


culture that celebrates thinness as the ideal beauty. Due to the ‘background knowledge’ 


on what constitutes an ideal body image for women, the strategies of lexicalization 


employed in the promotional texts will be considered by the Malaysian society as ‘non-


ideological common sense’ (Fairclough 1995a: 28).  


 


Through this study, the researcher has examined the various lexical items 


employed by the promotional texts to unearth the opaque ideology on female ideal body 


image in the print media in Malaysia. This study also reveals that the discourse of 


advertising has the power to shape the social and at the same time it is socially shaped. 


(Fairclough, 1995b). 
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5.4 Suggestion for Future Research 
 


It is hoped that this study in a way has achieved its aim to create awareness 


among Malaysian women to recognize that the media portrayal of the slim ideal is 


merely a construct. Armed with this awareness, the Malaysian women will be 


empowered to resist the ideology of the slim ideal.  


 


Future CDA scholars who intend to conduct studies related to women’s body 


image may want to consider analyzing their texts using some of the uncommon tools 


employed by Jeffries (2007: 17) such as presupposition and implicature. Besides that, a 


simple survey may also be carried out to gather feedback from the readers to examine 


whether the readers are able to see beyond the ideological construction of the print 


advertisements. Survey is a useful triangulation method that will provide insights to the 


researcher. By conducting a survey, the researcher will be able to ascertain whether the 


readers accept the thin ideal as truth rather than cultural construct. In this way, the 


researcher will be able to ascertain whether advertising has become the so called 


‘ideological state apparatus’ (Fairclough 2006a: 87). 
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